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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to develop a computer-assisted

instruction (CAI) tutorial that would address basic grammatical

concepts.

The research consisted of four phases. The first phase was a

review of applicable CAI literature, including theories, instructional

and programming techniques, and previous research findings. The second

phase was a survey of communication professors to determine the

grammatical errors commonly committed by students. The third phase

involved development of the tutorial content and the program software.

The resulting tutorial presents basic grammar in terms of the three

building elements of language (words, phrases, clauses) and the five

functions they perform (naming, showing action/condition/state,

modifying, connecting, adding filler) to create sentences. The program

software, written in Turbo Pascal, employs a hypertext environment for

its computer-user interface. The final phase was a preliminary field

test of the program Eo evaluate its execution and hypertext interface.

The project resulted in a functional, stand-alone CAI tutorial

that addresses basic grammatical concepts. The hypertext program code

can be used to create and display any hypertext document. The study

recomends that further research be conducted to broaden the scope of

the tutorial and to evaluate its effectiveness as an 2nnstructlonal tool.
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE USE OF C)MPUTER-ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION TO PRESENT BASIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR CONCEPTS

I. Introduction

Background

The School of System and Logistics at the Air Force Institute ot

Technology (AFIT) is "the Air Force's graduate school of technical

nanagement" (11:158). Students entering graduate programs at the school

have already completed their undergraduate education. Occasionally,

however, students arrive who need remedial training in basic skills to

prepare themselves for the rigors of graduate-level education.

Currently, the school offers remediation in mathematics, computer

skills, and communication, through non-credit, four-week undergraduate

courses scheduled prior to the graduate program.

The communication course is a

refresher course in basic aspects of written expression,
including granar, mechanics, usage, style, logic, and
organization. Course work consists ot class discussion and
self-study exercises. (11:178)

The course employs traditional classroom instruction by a protessor,

reading assignments from textbooks and handouts, and several written

assignments. To meet its objectives, the course meets tive days a week

throughout the four-week simmer short term (49).

The current approach to the communication course has two inherent

limitations. First, the four-week period provides inadequate time to

allow coverage of all ot the tundanental writing skills required tor

effective communication. The rapid pace of the course does not aliow
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time for the instructor to dwell on all topics to the extent necessary

for each student to master the areas. Grammar, an important element of

the course, is especially difficult to cover without excluding other

subject areas. Second, the course does not allow for transportability.

That is, the interactive portions of instruction take place entirely

within the classroom. There is no means by which students may devote

non-classroom hours to interactive study. Further, a transportable tool

could be forwarded to incoing students to use as a refresher prior to

their arrival at iT.IT.

Based on these limitations, it is evident that the school would

benefit from an alternative method of teaching the basic gramar

sections of its undergraduate communication course.

One potential alternative to traditional classroom instruction is

ccrputer-assisted instruction (CAI). Matta and Kern have observed that

CAI "is becaning an increasingly popular technique for education"

(37:77). The advantages of CAI include consistency of instruction each

time the lesson is offered, student-paced lessons, imiediate feedback,

and active student involvement (7:4-5). Research has shown that CAI can

be an effective supplement to instruction in the Air Force. Sivley, for

example, studied the effects of using CAI in a base supply course and

concluded "that CAI--in terms of learning levels and time savings--is a

feasible method of instruction" (42:59).

Research Objective

The purpose of this research was twofold: first, to determine the

types of granmatical errors ccmonly corritted by students in their

written ccammication, and second, to develop a CAI tutorial covering
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fundamental grammar, the effectiveness of which would be evaluated by

students in AFIT's refresher course in written communication. If a

successful CAI tutorial could be developed, it would provide two

important benefits: First, it would benefit the students who use it by

helping them to improve their writing skills. Second, it would ease the

classroom intensiveness of the current course structure.

The following research objectives were established to guide the

research:

1) Determine what CAI theories, techniques, and research findings
are already available.

2) Identify the grammatical errors commonly conmitted by students
in their written canmmication.

3) Develop a CAI tutorial that will help students to better
understand English graniar concepts.

4) Assess the effectiveness of the tutorial by providing it to
students in AFIT's refresher course in fundamental written
onnunication and evaluating their feedback.

The first objective was achieved through a literature search and

review. The second objective was reached by first consulting both

textbooks and then surveying professors of communication at AFIT and at

the University of Dayton. The third objective involved the development

and verification of a caputer program in a higher-order language. The

fourth objective was achieved by distributing the tutorial to volunteers

in the refresher course and soliciting their feedback through a survey

and quiz of their understanding of the concepts presented in the

tutorial.

Assumptions

Several assumptions were rrade at the outset of this project.

First, it was assumed that the appropriate writing style is dictated by

3



the purpose of the cmnTunication intended, and further, that the purpose

of communication determines whether or not gramnatical irregularities

are acceptable. For this project, errors and patterns of writing are

addressed in terms of expository, utilitarian prose, rather than prose

intended to entertain. Second, the project assumes that an under-

standing of gramatical concepts is necessary for effective writing. In

other words, a writer must know how the language operates in order to

construct carmunication" for specific audiences and purposes. Third, the

project assumed that the CAI tutorial would be used as a supplement

providing further, more in-depth instruction in written communication,

and that, while it is an effective tool for its intended purpose, it is

not intended to replace a complete written communication course.

Scope and Limitations

The scope of this research is limited in sreveral areas. The

research is limited to the application of CAI to the specific area of

concepts of gramar. It is not intended to address the overall

effectiveness of CAI in other applications. The scope is also limited

in terms of hardware and software requirements. The software will be

written specifically for IBM PC-compatible microcomputers, which are t

standard computers at the Air Force Institute of Technology. This

limits the amount of computer memory available to the software. If a

mainframe computer were employed, memory availability would-be much

greater.

Another limitation is that, as computer technology continues to

advance, the software developed for the current research could, in time,

become obsolete. A related issue is that the software used in this
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research project is written in a higher-order language, using Borland's

Turbo Pascal. Software written with Turbo Pascal can be distributed

without licensing fees (3:2). Other available programming packages were

dismissed as cost prohibitive. Kener-Richardson et al. compare the

various authoring tools available and the relative costs involved

(28:78-95).
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II. MethodoloQy

Introduction

This chapter addresses the steps taken to achieve the four

research objective statements listed in Chapter 1. It describes the

procedures used to perform the literature review, the process of

survoying the professors of coamunication to determine granmatical

errors commonly conmitted by students in their written communication,

the coding of the program software, and the evaluation of the program by

the students in AFIT's refresher course.

Objective Statement 1

Determine what CAI theories, techniques, and research
findings are already available.

This objective was reached through a review of the literature

pertaining to these subjects. Sources included journals, theses, and

books, which were consulted for applicable information. The areas of

concentration included descriptions of CAI, advantages and

disadvantages, computer-user interaction, and computer programming. The

results of the literature review and their application to this project

are contained in Chapter 3.

Obiective Statement 2

Identify the grammatical errors conmonly committed by

students in their written ccrmunication.

Research Objective 2 was met through a series of steps. First,

four sources were reviewed to form a basis from which to develop a

survey instrtent. Two of these sources were writing handbooks

published for college students (25; 32). The third source was a class
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handout from the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) course CCMM

687, Theory and Practice of Professional Comnunication (15). The fourth

source of preliminary material was the course work from AFIT's refresher

course, COMM 310, Fundamentals of Written Ccmunication (48). From

these sources, a list of eight conmon gramatical errors was compiled

(see Appendix A).

From this list of granmatical errors, a questionnaire was

developed for distribution to two groups of r-munication professors who

served the func4ion of subject-matter experts for the project. The

first group, consisting of seven professors from the Department of

Comrnmication and Organizational Sciences, School of Systems and

Logistics, AFIT, provided input from their perspective in dealing

directly with AFIT students. The second group, consisting of sixteen

professors and teachers from the Department of English, University of

Dayton, provided additional insight from the perspective of a civilian

undergraduate school. The questionnaire and the data collected are at

Appendix B. The data are analyzed in Chapter 3.

The questionnaire consisted of four sections. In the first

section, the respondent was presented with a variety of grarmatical

errors and asked to evaluate their frequency in student writing and the

extent to which they degrade communication. The purpose of this section

was t detenpine the specific content of the CAI granmar tutorial.

In the second section of the questionnaire, the res;ondent was

asked to indicate the order of instruction most appropriate for teaching

grarmatical concepts. The purpose of this section was to determine an

appropriate order for sequencing the .content of the CAI grawmar

tutorial.

7



The third section of the questionnaire solicited three other

inputs. First, the respondent was asked to indicate the number of years

he or she had been teaching Cnication/English/C osition. This

would establish the relative authority of the subject-matter experts.

Next, the respondent was asked indicate the student textbook he or she

thought was the best for helping students learn grammatical concepts.

This would provide the researcher with additional resources from which

to draw the course content.

The final section of the questionnaire solicited other ccrments or

suggestions from the respondent.

The information gathered from the subject-matter experts was

compiled and analyzed to determine the grammatical errors commonly

conmitted by students. Additionally, this information was useful in the

development of the CAI gra.mar tutorial. .The results of this survey

were used as a starting point for the development of the CAIL grammar

tutorial.

Objective Statement 3

Develop a CAI tutorial that will help students to better

understand English gramar concepts.

This objective consisted of two distinct facets: development of

the tutorial contents and :cd.n.g of the program software.

Develcpment of the Tutorial Content. The content of the tutorial

was developed apart from the program coding. The content development

phase included a series of review iterations involving the researcher,

the research advisor, and the course director of CCM4 310, Fundamentals

of Written Communication.. The skeleton of the tutorial was developed

using notecards as a reference tool. Since the tutorial was a branching

0



tutorial, each notecard represented a separate branch and level of

information, and the notecards were arranged to form a storyboard of the

tutorial's contents. From these notecards, a complete "paper version"

of the content was written. The paper version consisted of the actual

screens that the user of the tutorial would see during execution of the

caruter program, annotated to indicate key information necessary for

writing the code for the ccmputer program. The tutorial screens are at

Appendix C.

Coding the Program Software. The two most comion metho-9 ; by which

to develop CAI software kor the microcomuter arE to write the program

using a higher-order language or to use a CAI authoring system

(28:78,83). As nentioned in Chapter 1, the tutozial for the current

project used the higher-order language Turbo Pascal. This decision was

reached based on two factors. First, instruction in the use of this

software was included as part of the researcher's educational program at

AFIT and, as such, was an available tesource to the researcher. Second,

software written and compiled using the Borland Turbo Pascal ec',,ironment

may be distributed without licensing fees (3:2).

Coding of the software consisted of converting the paper version

of the tutorial into the CAI version. The computer program was written

by the researcher, after extensive consulting ot several sources (4; 5;

45). The Borland books provided the guidance necessary to write

computer programs in Turbo Pascal. The TechnoJock sottware provided

several important procedures used in the project, including menus and

other screen-design features of the final product. Software developed

using both the Borland software and the TechnoJock software may be used



and distributed without incurring licensing fees from those companies

(3:2; 45:iii).

Since the project involved a branching tutorial, the program's

computer-user interface was developed in a hypertext environment, which

allowed the user to select options fron menus and to branch to desired

sections of the tutorial at will. The tools necessary to code hypertext

within a computer program were found in an article by Gessner (20).

Gessner provided these tools to his readers in order to "demystify

hypertext systems, and to show ":'ou how to take advantage of the

hypectext paradigm in your own r-ograms" (20:22). Gessner's "hypertex:t

editor" was modified for use in the development of the text of the

tutorial. His "hypertext engine" was modified and used within the

computer prcgram to display the hypertext contents of the tutorial.

Gessner encourages progranmrers to freely use, modify, or enhance nis

source code (20:33).

Verification of the software was performed iteratively throughout

the process, with debugging of each portion of the program as it was

developed. After the tutorial was completed, it was verified to "-re

the tutorial performed correctly. The final source code of the comaputer:

prograns for the tutorial is at Appendix D.

Objective Statement 4

Assess the effectiveness of the tutorial y ..
students in AFIT's refresher course in fundamental wr-,ten
coirication and evaluating thei- feedback.

To achieve this objective, volunteers were solicited frcm.. AF!T'z

ccurse, CU.-4 310, Fundamentals of Written Comunication. Thirty-si, of

the 40 students enrolled in the course during the Summer Shor't Tl-.,

10



1991, volunteered and were provided with a copy of the tutorial. The

students were asked to make use cf the tutorial during the final two

weeks of the course. After the course ended, a survey was distributed

to the volunteers to obtain their inputs and to evaluate how well they

understood the concepts contained in the tutorial. The survey and the

data collected are contained in Appendix E. Th6 results of the survey

are analyzed in Chapter 3.

Sumary

This chapter described the process through which the four

objective statements were addressed during the research project. It

discussed the literature review, the survey of zubject-matter experts,

the development of the CAI tutorial, and the evaluation of the tutorial.

The findings and results of these actions are addressed in Chapter 3.

!I



III. Results and Analyses

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the research project and

analyses of the data collected. Specifically, it addresses these four

areas:

1) the results of the literature review.

2) the data collected fran the questionnaire given to"subject-
matter experts,

3) the results of the tutorial prcram development phase. P=

4) the data collected from the prcgram evaluation.

Results of the Literature Review

This section relaCes the findings of the iite-'ature reviw ana

their application to the current project. The literature review

concentrated on two -areas: comouter-assisted instruction (,A) i.d

prograrming a branching tutorial.

Ccmuter-Assisted Instruction. Matta and Kern assert that "the

computer has entered the classroom as a comrmon tool *n educatuon.

Comuter-aided instruction is beconmng an increasingl.y oouUa- :ecnn~au.

for educat " cn" (37:77). The discussion of CAl addresses "he _:.cwing

areas:

.!, CAl r~enino'cgy;

2) ..e.n int'eracton with CA .

3) advantages and disadvantages of CA:.

4) types of CA.:

5) deve! cpment.

6; computer-user interface,



7) screen design,

8) validation of CAI, and

9) previous CAI research.

Terminology. Numerous terms are used throughout the

literature relating to the use of computers in education. These terms

include "computer-assisted (or -aided) instruction," "computer-managed

instruction," and "computer-based instruction." Additionally, for each

term, the word "instruction" is often replaced with the word "training."

Although these various terms are related, each describes a different

facet of the subject.

Computer-assisted (or -aided) instruction (CAI) is defined by

Kemner-Richardson et al., as "the use of the carmunications and storage

capabilities of a computer to provide the direct presentation ot

instructional materials and/or provision of practice to the learner"

(28:9). In CAI, the computer is "the prime deliverer of the

instruction" (6:16). Orwig adds that in CAI, "the leafner and the

computer are in direct communication with each other" .(40:3).

Computer-managed instruction (CHI) involves the use of a computer

to perform administrative tasks related to education, including

"testing, scheduling, allocating resources, collecting student data, and

providing status reports" (28:13). 041 can be used to support either

CAI or other non-CAI training approaches.

Computer-based instruction (CBI) and computer-assisted instruction

(CAI) are similar. Godfrey and Sterling see the difference between the

two as one ot attitude. "Learners in CBT environments tend to be paid

employees, and there is a far greater emphasis on efficient mastery of

objectives and on comparison of costs with traditional training" (21:4).

13



Others define CBI in broader terms as the combination of CAI and (41

(28:11).

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: The tutorial developed during this

research most closely follows the description of the term "computer-

assisted instruction" (CAI), so that term will be used throughout this

report.

CAI-Lear-ner Interaction. Thompson and Jorgensen offer three

models of interactions possible in the learning environment. These

models describe the levels of interaction that CAI can require of its

user. At the lowest level is reactive interaction, where the interac-

tion is limited to "routine choices requiring only short-term memory or

simplistic cognitive manipulations of the material" (46:24). The next

level, proactive interaction, requires learners to "construct and deduce

principles from their own actions and experiences" (46:24). At this

level, the computer acts as a "facilitator or 'mirror'--allowing for

learner initiated activities and self-monitoring" (46:24). The third

level, the true interactive level, combines both of the previous levels.

"spiralling between information transmission and simpler levels of

learner manipulation of the material and activities that are grounded in

the learner's own evolving understandings of the experiences" (4E: .

Thcn-.pson and Jorgensen conclude that aoacti; and interactive

approaches to learning "suggest ways to be more responsive to a.nd r

critical understanding on the part of the learner" (46:26).

Jones and Steinberg offer four insights into computer-assisted

instruction and its effects on learning (27:201). First, there is a
distinct difference between reading and listening. CAI presents its

information primarily in written form, while htuman learning is both

'4



aural and visual. Without the aural aspects, the learner loses the

intonations and emphasis found in speech. For example, they offer the

following two questions:

"YOU are going to buy that?"

'You are going to buy THAT?"

Even though they are worded the same, these questions take on different

meanings, depending on the emphasis given to various words. "Although

typographical cues such as capitalization can provide scme of this extra

information, they are generally not as effective as oral cues" (27:201).

The next insight offered by Jones and Steinberg is the importance.

of explicit messages. In CAI, there is no human instructor to provide

clarification. Thus, any instructions necessary to complete the program

must be clearly stated and understandable. "Everything that is implIcit

[outside of the CAI environment' must be made explicit [within CAI"

(27:201).

Th,A the CAI program should not implement procedures or pro-

cesses that are contrary to user expectations or convrentions, as this

will tend to hinder learning. For example, software programs often

allow the user to press the <Esc> key to interrupt a currently running

process or procedure; if the user expects the <Esc> key to per o. h

function, use of this key for other purposes would be contrary to th.
user's exnectations. Tf i" iz necessary to vi toa tracticet!e

procedure should be explained explicitly (27:201).

Fourth, to be effective, the CAI program should provide a frare-

work for understanding that is tailored to the intended user's back-

ground krcwledge. Unfamiiiar jargon or technical terms should be

avoided. If such terms .must be used, they should be sufficiently

15



defined or explained. Further, "the organization of concepts and labels

should also fit into the user's framework of understanding" (27:210).

Outlines and hierarchical structures, for example, are both methods of

structuring information that fit into most users' frameworks of

understanding.

Burke outlines two types of CAI design considerations for the

computer-learner interaction: physical designs, which are concerned

with the paths the user follows through the lesson, and logical designs,

which are concerned with how the material is presented (6:95-97).

Physical designs are divided into six groups, same of.which may be

combined. Linear designs present information in the same linear order

each time they are used. Spiral designs spiral through the material,

-covering a different aspect of it each time--for example, respiration

across several organisms, then reproduction across the organisms (6:96).

Branching designs provide alternate tracks through the material and

allow for personalized instruction. Multi-track design offers different

levels of presentation, from abstract to detailed. Regenerative design

generates a different set of problems each time the program is run.

Adaptive design uses the data that is accumulated as a basis for sei-

improvenent of the lesson (6:97).

Logical designs, dealing with how the lesson presents the mate-

rial, are divided into tive groups. In didactic design, information is

presented, then the user is asked questions about it. In discovery

design, the p-ogram helps the user reach insights on his or her own. In

EGRUL, the logic leads from examples (EG) to rules (RUL) about the

particular information (6:98). RULEG, conversely, leads from rules to

examples. In a fading design, interactions between the program-and the
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user decrease as the lesson progresses. This design is "particularly

useful for content which has to be memorized" (6:99).

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: The tutorial developed during this

research took advantage of the points raised above. The four insights

presented by Jones and Steinberg (27:201) were closely observed. First,

visual cues, including capitalization and underlining, are used as

replacements for the aural cues found in speech. Second, procedures for

using the tutorial are kept simple and are explicitly displayed on every

screen. Third, necessary keystrokes, including cursor movement using

the cursor keys and item. selection using the <Enter> key are consistent

with established canputer interface standards. Fourth, the tutorial is

structured in a- hierarchical framework that allow- users to select the

depth of information that fits their particular needs.

Burke's two CAI design concerns, physical and logical, were both

considered (6:95-97). The physical design of the tutorial is a

branching design which allows users to personalize the instruction to

meet their needs. The logical design of the tutorial is "RULEG" (6:99),.

leading from rules about concepts to examples of the concepts.

Advantages and Disadvantages. Several advantages of CAI

over instructor-based instruction are camonly cited. First, CAI

provides consistent training. The same material is presented each time

the CAI program is used. "Success no longer depends on the competency

of individual instructors" (7:4).

The second advantage is that with CAI, the user is able to proceed

at his or her own pace (50:19). The individualized nature of CAI allows

the user to match the lesson to his or her own learning pace (40:5). By

permitting the user to set the pace, CAI ensures the proper amount of
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time is allotted for learning. "Overtraining and undertraining aren't

issues when the learner sets the pace" (7:4).

A third advantage is the imnediate and personalized feedback that

can be offered through CAT (50:19; 7:4; 40:6). Since the lesson in CAI

involves interaction between the user and the computer, it can monitor

user responses and remediate or advance the current user as appropriate

based on his or her needs. Further, CAI ensures "guaranteed mastery.

Trainees canot complete the lesson until they have successfully

d4emonstrated the required skll or knowledge" (7:5).

The fourth advantage of CAI is the reduced training time required.

According to Wher, CAI "generally takes 40 percent less time than

instructor-led training" (50:19). Research into this area will be

addressed below in thle Previous CAI Research section.

Matta and Kern suggest the following benefits of CAI over instruc-

tor-led training: "students learn faster and more comfortably; stu.dents

can be presented with richer and more complex problers; and* [CAI

provides] better measurement of student progress" (37:7-78).

There are also inherent limitations to CAI. Orwig addresses t-he

following three limitations (40:7-8). First, a computer is NCT a h'ran.

The computer "canot replicate al. the subtle attributes of a well-

trained, ambitious instructor" (40:7). Second, the CAI program is text-

based and thu:iighry vernl s ouch, it lends ,tself to ih'ver"

instructiona' tasks and, conversely, is not as efficient wLth nonverbal

~nstzu4on. Thi.-d, dievelopment of CAI is a time-consizoing task.

benefits of a computer-assisted prog,., must balance the efforts taken

to produce it.
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APPLICATION TO ME PROJECT: The CAI tutorial developed during

this research has several potential advantages. By providing students

with the CAI tutorial, instructors can devote more classroom time to

other, more detailed concepts that require direct instructor-student

interaction. Further, the tutorial allows users to set their own pace

through the material and concentrate on those areas that meet their

needs.

The tutorial avoided some of the disadvantages addressed by O::'ig

(39:7-8). First, it does not attempt to replace instructor-ed

instruction in grammar, but rather supplements that instruction.

Second,. since granmar is a text-based and verbal area of instruction,

CAI is indeed an apprcpriate method for delivering the instruction.

However, development time for t.he tutorial became an issue for.- this

project during the validation phase of development,

lypg of _AT. Computer-aszisted i nst_.uction can take many

forr . Genera~ly, the various forims of CA! are grouped into the

following types:

1) informational,

2) drill -and-practice,

3) 'utorial,

4) simulaticn, and

5. inne ' l -g ent CA: >-2.  -

Informational CAT is the most basic form of CAI. t is a

process o~r oVAng iJnfo= e:icn to support the instructional procass.

Ke-ner-Richardson et a!. juggest that "inforwation CAI can be used a

dtynamc , wi-h :-nforratixn such as helpful hints or :essons ,earned

added by instr.ctors at any time" (28:190.
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Drill-and-practice CAI adds a dimension of limited interface into

CAI. It is "used to practice and refine an emerging concept" (40:13)

through repetition of question-and-answer modules. Drill-and-practice

is "often provided at the subtask level" (28:21) to reinforce portions

of a larger concept. It emphasizes basic knowledge through review and

reinforcement (34:27).

In tutorial CAI, the computer presents information about a concept

and then tests the user's understanding of it. It emphasizes knowledge

acquisition and ccnprehension (34:27). "Immediate feedback messages and

schemes ... are, in good measure, what make the lesson a tutoring

experience" (28:21).

The types of CAI tutorials include linear and branching tutorials.

Linear tutorials are sequential lessons used to teach an entire concept.

Each student who uses a linear tutorial follows the same path through

the material from beginning to end (40:13). Branching tutorials are

also used to teach an entire concept, but these "involve branching to

accoxmodate a variety of learners" (40:13). Branching tutorials are

often presented in a hypertext-like environment, allowing the user to

access related information at will. Hypertext is discussed below in the

section on programming a tutorial.

Simulations are caxputer-based alternatives to real-life

experiences that are used to build knowledge and skills of the user

(40:11). Simulations are well-suited for situations when they can help

to reduce the costs, time, or potential hazards of the actual process

being modeled (28:23).

A final form of CAI is intelligent CAI (ICAI). ICAI, which is

still in the development stages, is intended to model the "one-on-one
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interaction of an instructional dialogue" (28:24). ICAI encompasses

three components that must be imbedded within it: subject-matter

expertise, an understanding of the user's current knowledge level, and

the rules for conducting an instructional experience. At the present

time, "ICAI is not a fully mature technology" (28:24).

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: The branching tutorial was adopted

for this project. The user follows the tutorial's branches through the

program's hypertext interface.

CAI Development. Steinberg suggests a three-pbase plan for

the development of CAI: initial planning, unit planning, and lesson

completion and unit integration (44:20).

In the initial planning phase, the target population must first be

characterized. Burke refers to this process as the "front-end analysis"

(6:40). The developer must determine who will use the CAI, what

prerequisite skills are necessary, and at what level it will be

targeted. Also in the initial phase, goals must be developed for the

user, computer, and each lesson; expected outcomes must be anticipated;

and evaluation measures must be selected. Burke labels this step

"outcome specification" (6:41).

In the unit planning phase, each individual unit is planned,

developed, and evaluated. Response and feedback options are developed

and the computer-user interface factors are developed and refined as

necessary (44:21). Burke suggests the development of flow charts as a

method of ensuring the lesson flows as intended. A system tlow chart

should give the "big picture" of the tutorial and a detailed flow chart

should give an in-depth description of each lesson (6:47). Each lesson

should be created in a paper version first, to ensure the material is
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properly presented, and then each lesson should be coded, tested, and

debugged (6:50). An effective means of validating the final lesson is

to use a pre-test/post-test method (6:53).

Orwig asserts that the most successful technique for creating the

paper version of a lesson is to develop story boards on 4"x6" cards.

This "allows you to visualize the actual content and flow of the

instruction before you begin committing it to a progranming language"

(40:49). Figure 1 illustrates the format that Orwig suggests for the

story board.

Screen Number:

Front of Card

Onanswer Go to Frm_ I

Back of Card
TWs Irw i t laWd CWMft nts:
to ths frame:

Figure 1. Story Board for CAI Development (40:50)

In Steinberg's third phase of CAI development, lesson completion

and unit integration, the final "management and human factors decisions"

are made (44:21). Introduction, transition, and conclusion screens are
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developed, evaluation measures are developed and inserted into the

program, and the lessons are :integrated into a complete product.

Finally, the complete product is evaluated, revised, and documented.

APPLICATION TO THE PROJET: The development of the tutocial

followed Steinberg's three-phase plan of initial planning, unit

planning, and lesson completion (44:20). The development process will

be discussed in detail below in the section on program developmeent.

Computer-User Interface. The cumputer-user interface is the

method through which the ccmputer and the user commnicate with each

other. The design of the ccuputer-user interface is an inportant

consideration in developing CAI. Jones and Steinberg cite its

importance: "In a CAI lesson, you want a student to devote full

attention to learning and not be encumbered by the mechanics, such as

entering responses and moving about" (27:203).

Williams et al. evaluated five categories of human design factors

that have been identified-by Hamel and Clark (51:1-2).

1). Brevity: the interface "should minimize the amount of
infornation..to be attended to" (51:1).

2) Consistency: The format and screen locations of information
should be kept constant, so the user will know what is
expected.

3) Flexibility: The user should be able to determine the pace
and sequence to fit his or her needs.

4) Compatibility: Information should be presented in a manner
expected by the user.

5) Responsiveness: The user should be offered appropriate and
timely feedback. Also, the program should help the user to
understand how the program works.
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Williams et al. concluded fron the results of their research that "each

of these categories . . . significantly contributed to the ease of use"

(51:17).

Jones and Steinberg offer three tools that will enhance computer-

user interface. First, reasonable keys should be used to facilitate

comuications and avoid frustration. For example, use "T and F,"

rather than "i and 2," to represent "True and False" (27:202). Second,

they suggest consistent use of keys. The sam keys should be used

throughout the program to represent the same function (27-:203). For

example, if the <Fl> key for "help" in one portion of the program, it

should not be .used for a different function elsewhere in the progrm.

Third, they suggest adequate screen displays be used. The fact that

something is on the screen does not necessarily mean the user will see

it. "Arrange the screen so that different kinds of information are

presented in clearly identifiable, separate locations" (27:203).

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: Through its hypertext environment,

the tutorial's computer-user interface is kept simple. All actions are

performed using only the cursor keys, the <Enter> key, the <Pg Up> key,

and the <Esc> key. Further, the actions performed by these keys are

consistent throughout the program. Finally, the function of each of

these keys is listed at the bottom of every screen.

Screen Design. The essential element of the capputer-user

interface is the screen design. Hannafin and Hooper define screen

design as "the purposeful organization of presentation stimuli in order

to influence how students process information" (23:156).

Hannafin and Hooper present a framework for evaluating screen

design decisions, addressing "the five functional requirements of
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instruction: Retrieving, Orienting, Presenting, Encoding, and

Sequencing (ROPES)" (23:159).

These five factors must be considered and evaluated to ensure

effective screen design decisions have been made. Retrieving is

concerned with the transfer of the information from the computer to the

user. The screen design should attempt to "optimize integration of

lesson content within (the user's] existing schemata" (23:159). The

screen design should also help Orient the user within the program. If

the screens are kept consistent throughout, the user will have a better

idea of what to expect and what is expected of him or her (23:160). The

Presentation aspects of screen design are "manifested throughout the

other phases of the model" (23:159) and are thus not .discussed

separately. The screen design should help the user to Encode the

information from short-term to long-term memory. This can be

facilitated through outlines, headings, and segmented text uits

(23:161)." The final factor, Sequencing, suggests that the rate of

presentation should be tailored to the abilities of the current user and

to the cognitive ccnplexity of the material (23:162). These five

functional requirements of instruction, contained within the ROPES

model, should each be considered and evaluated before finalizing

decisions about screen design.

The basic unit of screen design is the frame. Orwig defines the

frame as "a single page of the instructional program. For CAI, the

frame is one 'screen' of the program" (40:41). The frames of a CAI

program are identified by their particular function. Selfe lists six

general types of frames (41:49-51). Introductory frames set the tone

for the lesson by providing initial information about the program,
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including its purpose and expectations. Selfe suggests that

introductory frames should be kept to a minimum (41:49). Orientation

frames locate the current lesson, showing where it lies within the

framework of the entire program. Help frames are used to explain

comands, menus, keystrokes, and other features. These frames should be

optional, but accessible as needed (41:49). Menu frames provide the

options available to the user. Instruction frames contain the material

that is to be taught. Orwig refers to these frames as the "heart of the

instruction" (40:41). Exercise and teting frames evaluate the user's

retention of the material and ensure the objectives of the lesson have

been reached.

The personal computer offers programmers the option of including

graphics (or pictures) as part of the CAI program, in addition to

standard text. Dossett and Konczak reviewed three studies which

examined the effectiveness of adding graphics to text-only CAI programs

(13:41-43). Based on their evaluation of the results of those studies,

they concluded that "when acquiring factual knowledge is the objective,

adding visuals to CAI has little benefit" (13:43).

Jones and Steinberg offer three suggestions for designing the

display of frames. First, the display should draw attention to

important messages by setting them apart from the rest of the text

(27:109). Second, the display should be laid out in such a way as to

encourage the student to view the entire frame (27:111). This helps to

prevent missing key information. Third, The material should be arranged

in a manner that will help the user understand and remember the

information (27:112). Jones and Steinberg offer the following as their

"cardinal principle" of frame displays: "Keep the display uncluttered.
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The lesson should be displayed so as to facilitate learning and not to

impeded it in any way" (27:112).

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: The factors addressed above were

considered throughout the tutorial development phase of this project.

The design of the tutorial is discussed in detail below in the section

on development of the tutorial content.

Validation of CAI. Validation is the important follow-up

step after a CAI program has developed. Burke states

It is imperative that your lesson be validated; that is,
tested with a group of students representative of your
intended student population and then revised until it.works
properly. (6:53)

Burke suggests that the CAI program can be ,xsed"to validate itself

if it includes a pretest and posttest. The pre::est should test compre-

hensively for knowledge of all the material in the prc',ram. "Remember,

you are not testing the student, you are testing the lesson" (6:53). To

properly test for validity, the posttest should bear a one-to-one

relationship with the pretest, however, it should not be identical to

the pretest.

When validating a CAI program, the important faci or to consider is

its training effectiveness. According to Dossett and ?onczak, "Training

effectiveness is the degree to which training objective:; are realized"

(13:41). Matta and Kern offer three measures of traits-n g effectiveness

that have been applied in previous research into CAI %;.i*.dation (37:82).

"Achievement" is the degree to which the user understands the material

that was presented. This can be tested immediately upon conpletion of

the program. "Retention" is the degree to which the user retains the
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material and should be tested after a delay in time. "Student attitude"

is a measure of the users' feelings about their experience with the CAI.

An effective way to validate CAI is to field test the program.

Burke suggests that "field testing should be conducted under conditions

which are as realistic as possible" (6:54). Selfe identifies seven

facets of CAI that should be validated through field testing:

1) Instructional Objectives: How well are the objectives met?

2) Lesson Attractiveness: How did the users "like" it?

3) Ease of Use: How easy is it to start, use, and navigate?

4) Classrom Fit: Does it fit into the class program?

5) Content: How do experts evaluate the content of the CAI?

6) Biases: Does the language of the CAI contain any biases?

7) Surface Features: Does the CAI contain good grammar,
usage, and correct spelling? (41:121-22)

APPLICATION TO THE RESEARCH: Initial validation of the tutorial

was achieved through field testing it with students in AFIT's refresher

course in fundamental written ccummunication. The seven facets of CAI

identified by Selfe were addressed in the validation process. This

process will be discussed in detail below in the section on program

evaluation.

Previous CAI Research. The literature contains nunerous

studies into the effectiveness of various facets of CAl.

In an often-cited eta-analysis of CAI, Kulik et al. evaluated the

results of 24 CAI studies. They concluded that "CBE (computer-based

education] has basically positive effects on adult learners" (31:248).

Their most significant finding was in the area of instruction time.

They found that out of 13 studies reporting times, 12 of them reported
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that CAI lessons were completed "on the average in about 71 percent of

the time for conventional teaching methods" (31:249).

Fryer conducted an extensive literature review with two-goals:

"To ccpile information abou. AI into a single source . . and] . . .

to study current CAI technology in order to determine the suitability of

CAI to Air Force Civil Engineering" (18:1-1). His findings led him to

five conclusions (18:6-1,2). First, the literature indicated that CAI

"as an instructional methodology, was a viable method of instruction

under the right condition" (18:6-1)o. Second, the literature did not.

contain sufficient information relating to the costs of CAI. Third, a

variety of enviroments exist for the development of CAI, including

higher order languages and authoring systems. Fourth, the nmst

inportant factors involved in choosing hardware and so-ftware for CAI

"are.the lesson objectives and the future needs of the instructor and

student" (18:6-2). And fifth, few present applications meet the needs

of Civil Engineering training.

Colorado conducted a critical assessment of CAI research. He

found that the research designs used most often in the literature

include case studies and correlationaa- causal, ccmparative, and

experimental studies. He suggested that other possible research designs

include research reviews, meta-analyses, and evaluation studies of

particular system (10:227).

Colorado's assessment of these various research designs led him to

conclude that their flaws fall into three categories. The first

category are "problem related to the general organization and clarity

of the actual research report" (10:228). These problems are generally

caused by poor research of the literature and poorly stated procedures.
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The second category contains "problems related to internal and external

validity" (10:227). These result from non-randm selection of subjects,

questionable use of volunteers, the Hawthorne effect (the subjects'

awareness of the test affects the results), and the novelty effect (the

novelty of the CAI affects the results). The third category contains

"problem related to the CAI research approach and to the definition of

the problem" (10:228). He cites numerous factors that can influence and

confound CAI research. These include

1) whether the CAI is supplemental or the primary training
method,

2) whether the CAI is developed from a higher-order language
or from an authoring system,

3) what type of CAI is used,

4) what the subject matter was, and

5) what the duration was.

Colorado found researchers who "were not careful enough to differentiate

among these factors, thus allowing for the possibility of alternate

explanations to their research findings" (10:230).

Grabe et al. conducted two replicated studies to evaluate the

effects of allowing volunteer students to supplement their studies

(educational psychology) with CAI study material. In the experiments,

the four chapters of course material were divided into two chapters

supplemented with CAI and two chapters without CAI. The authors then

conpared the results of the effectiveness of the CMI-supplemented

chapters against the other chapters using an examination covering all

four chapters. In both studies, they found that "students performed

better on the chapters they were able to study with the aid ot the

computer-assisted technique" (22:112).
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Dossett and Hulverson conducted an experiment comparing three

groups of Air Force personnel learning basic electronics: non-CAI

trained, individual-CAI trained and two-person-CAI trained (12:553).

They found that both CAI groups had mean training times significantly

lower (37 percent and 49.2 percent, respectively) than the non-CAI

trained group (12:555). They concluded from their study that "a staff

of specialists in educational psychology and computer technology is not

required for the development of effective CAI training materials"

(12:558). A further conclusion was that "extremely low student-

instructor contact time" can help with limitations of space and

instructors (12:558).

Sivley conducted an experiment to assess the feasibility of

developing a CAI program for the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Supply

Squadron's Equipment Custodian Management Block III Course (42:2). He

compared examination results of a group trained using the CAI course

with a group trained by an instructor. Sivley found that the group

trained using CAI required 67 percent less total training time to

complete the course (42:57). Additionally, the students trained with

the CAI course averaged seven percentage points higher on the

examination than the students in the non-CAI course (42:58). From his

findings, he concluded that "CAI--in terms of learning levels and time

savings--is a feasible method of instruction . . . [for the equipment

custodian course]" (42:59).

Wher cites a study by the Comptroller of the Currency, where an

instructor-led course for assistant bank examiners was replaced with a

CAI course. Examiners who had taken the old course were asked to take

the new CAI course and to rank their preference. On a scale of i to 5,
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with "1" representing a preference for the instructor-led course and "5"

representing the CAI course, the average rating was 4.2, which suggests

that the CAI course was preferred over the instructor-led course

(50:18).

Neapolitan conducted an experiment to test the effectiveness of

"CAI software which requires little or no instructions to run, does not

tie up the computer for very long and teaches the student without help

from the instructor" (38:493). He designed an easy-to-run tutorial

program that presented information, then asked questions about the

information presented. If incorrect answers were given, the program

gave the student the correct information. After ccnpleting.the

tutorial, the subjects were given a test. The experiment consisted of

two groups of 40 subjects. One group was given the tutorial, while the

other was given the written equivalent. Both were tested on the

material and given a subjective questionnaire to gauge their feelings

about the subject and the teaching method. Neapolitan found that the

test scores of the subjects with the CAI tutorial were significantly

better (at the .05 significance level) than the test scores of the other

group (38:494). HE further found that the CAI group had "substantially

higher levels of feeling subjectively that they understood the theory

and that the teaching method was effective" (38:495).

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: The most significant impact of the

previous CAI research on the current research is that it provided a

conceptual framework in which to develop the tutorial. The various

factors that Colorado suggests lead to flaws in CAI research (10:228)

were considered throughout the process: for example, the tutorial was

developed as a supplemental tool, rather than a primary training method.
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As such, the research was similar to the study conducted by Grabe et al.

(22:112). Likewise, the tutorial's software was developed so that it

requires very little instructions, similar to the "stand alone" research

conducted by Neapolitan (38:493).

Programning a Branching Tutorial. Galagan cites Gery, whom she

calls "a leading critic and advocate of CBT" (19:74), on the structure

of CAI: "An ideal control structure . . . would be a relational

database, where every piece of information and all the relationships

associated with it are accessible" (19:75). The users should be able to

move among the related information without having to return to the main

menu to find their place again. In other words, the ideal structure for

CAI would seem to be a structure provided by a progranrming approach

known as hypertext..

"The essence of hypertext is the dynamic- linking of concepts,

allowing the reader to follow preferences instantaneously and to be in

control" (2:158). This movement from one topic to another related topic

distinguishes hypertext from traditional, linear text documents and

tutorials which are structured from top to bottom.

Hypertext has potential applications in expert systems, decision

support systems, and particularly training. Anderson-Inman suggests,

"The exploratory nature of hypertext documents not only facilitates

learning but also increases the reader's awareness of a personally

effective approach to the learning process" (1:53).

The following discussion of hypertext will include

1) a description of hypertext,

2) advantages and disadvantages of hypertext,
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3) avoiding the disadvantages, and

4) programning hypertext.

The review was limited to hypertext for microcomputers (although other

applications are discussed in their historical perspective). Also, the

broader topic of hypermedia, which links other media, "such as graphs,

video, spreadsheets, animation, and voices" (43:33), is addressed only

by implication.

-Description of Hypertext. As stated earlier, hypertext

dynamically links concepts, allowing the reader to follow preferences

instantaneously and to be in control (2:158). The reader can view a

particular reference and be returned to the original place in the

document. Oppenheim offers Christopher Locke's definition: "Hypertext

allows you to explicitly link information that is conceptually related"

(39:87).

Franklin describes hypertext as associative because "a single word

or an entire document can be linked to another word or group of words in

any way that is meaningful to the user" (16:37). Hypertext is "an

Associative Information Management System . . . that augments human

associative thought and memory" (16:37).

Hypertext is distinguished from traditional text documents because

it adds a third dimension to the document. Traditional text doc=.ents

are read two-dimensionally, from beginning to end. Hypertext enables a

=hird dimension through its use of linked concepts, normally hidden,

that can be accessed at will by the user (17:96).

Two key features of the hypertext document are links and threads.

By selecting a particular link, the user is presented the associative

information. Carr refers to the links as "hot buttons," which lead the
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user to more information about the selected concept (9:8). Anderson-

Inman describes three types of links. Referential links connect a

specific concept with related concepts; organizational links provide a

hierarchical structure; and key-word links scan the document for the

same key word (:.:21-2). As the user activates various links and moves

throughout the document, the system creates a thread which marks the

path taken. This allows the user to back up using the same path, or

alternatively, to back up part way and take another path (9:8).

Advantaqes and DisadvantaQes of Hypertext. Hypertext has

several advantages over traditional text documents. Most importantly,

it allows the user to adapt it to his or her specific needs. Since the

links are only activated upon request, the user who does not need the

detailed information can continue without accessing it (9:9). Further,

hypertext allows documents to be viewed frcm many different perspec-

tives. "Readers can browse the information according to their level of

familiarity and interest" (8:60).

Hypertext offers an alternative to "tables of contents, indexes,

cross-references, see references, footnotes, and glossaries" (30:63).

It allows the user to instantly access information for which he or she

would otherwise have to search. "It is this element of variety, of

flexibility, of alternative approaches to our normal print environment

that is so appealing" (30:63).

Marchionini sees advantages in the new approaches to learning that

hypertext offers. As "an enabling rather than directive environment,

offering unusually high levels of learner control . . . it offers new

ways of learning how._tolearn" (35:9). Further, it "offers the poten-

tial to alter the roles of teachers and learners and the crucial
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interaction between them" (35:9). Teachers and students will learn from

each other through the varied interpretations of the information.

The nature of hypertext, both as a ccmputer application and as a

non-linear document, leads to several potential problems that authors

must consider.

The biggest problem the designer faces is the potential for

disorientation (1:27; 35:11; 43:39). Since hypertext documents do not

have the familiar signposts of tables of contents and indexes, users who

are new to the hypertext environment "may get lost in hyperspace as a

result" .(2:161-2). The number of links and potential paths could lead

to disorientation if the designer does not provide a backbone, or

hierarchical structure to the document.

Bevilacqua refers to the potential for "cognitive overload" from

the variety of paths and choices offered. A navigation problem may

occur if the user attempts to follow too many paths at once. "This

problem is not new with hypertext, though computerized access does add a

sometimes overwhelming dimension to it" (2:161).

A drawback to user-control is that the user "may choose to

allocate his time in inefficient ways" (9:10). Anderson-Inman suggests

research be conducted comparing guided studying and learner-controlled

studying, especially for elementary and secondary education (1:27).

Manes perceives the major problem with hypertext to be the

creation of the initial links (33:91). Carr agrees: "All of the links

have to be programmed in . . . a time-consuming task for the developer,

but if the link isn't programmed in, it doesn't exist" (9:8).

Printing a hypertext document presents problems that the tradi-

tional text document does not face. Two-dimensional docunents can be
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printed just as they are read, from beginning to end. The hypertext

document cannot be printed as easily, because the links and paths do not

follow any particular order. When printing a hypertext document, the

writer must decide for the reader how much associative information

should be included and where it should be located in the text (17:98).

Avoiding the Disadvantages of Hypertext. Horton suggests

several solutions to the "lost in hyperspace" problem of hypertext

(26:21). First, the document should have a "home" or base topic, from

which the rest of the document stems, and a simple action to return to

that topic. This provides a familiar starting point to the users, to

which they can return as necessary. Second, when the user is ready to

return to previous screens in the document, there should be an automatic

capability to backtrack through those screens. This relieves the users

of the task of determining from which screens they had come. Third,

topics should be numbered and accessed by those numbers. Horton

suggests that it is easier for users to remenber numbers than woras.

Fourth, the document should consist of predete-nined paths or trails

down which the user will read. While the users should be allowed the

capability to branch to related topics, a predetermined, backbone

structure will help the user traverse the document more efficiently.

Finally, the backbone structure should be a grid, hierarchy, or

sequence, rather than a web-like structure. The former structures help

to prevent the users from becoming lost in the document, whereas, in a

web-like structure, the users could become confused as to their current

location in the document.

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: Horton's suggestions for avoiding the

"lost in hyperspace" problem of hypertext (26:21) were all considered in
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the program development phase of the tutorial. "Home topics" are

represented in the form of meius fram which the users branch out and to

which they return. Automtic backtracking through previous screens is

achieved by simply pressing the <Pg Up> key. And finally, the backbone

of the program is the hierarchical structure of a branching tutorial.

Progranming Hvmertext. The most difficult aspect of

progranming hypertext is the development of the mechanism which allows

the user to jum from screen to screen through a series of links in the

text. A variety of methods to program this capability have been offered

in the literature. The following discussion will address two of. the

methods.

King presents a method by which the links are established only.

when the document is displayed (29:3!). His method, developed for the

Turbo C programming language, involves associating a key phrase with

each concept. When this key phrase appears in other concepts, the

program automatically creates a link to the key phrase's concept. This

approach is useful if the document will be continually expanded, since

links are not preprogranmed into the document. The approach "allows you

to build up your hypertext document either by adding topics when you

need them or when you find that certain words need elucidation" (29:34).

This allows the author to concentrate on writing the document rather

than managing the document's links (29:34).

Gessner suggests another method for developing a hypertext

document (20). In Gessner's method, developed for the Turbo Pascal

programmning language, every screen in the document can be accessed by

associating its page number with a key word on any other page. This

association is a hypertext link which is embedded within the document at
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the time the document is created. Using this approach, the document can.

continually be expanded, simply by adding new pages.

The programring of a hypertext document involves two distinct

processes. The first process consists of creating the document and

identifying the links. The second process consists of displaying the

document for the user. fn King's approach, the document is created in a

word processor. Each topic is distinguished by a form feed command

followed by its key phrase. When the document is displayed, using

King's hypertext display program, links are created whenever the program

encounters a key phrase in the text. In Gessner's approach, the

document is created using a hypertext editor which allows the user to

identify key words and link them to othe pages in the document. The

document is then displayed with the links already created.

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: The tutorial for this research was

developed following Gessner's approach to hypertext, primarily because

it was developed for Turbo Pascal, which was the programming language

chosen for this project. Additionally, the hypertext editor and display

programs were readily adaptable to the requirements of this project.

Literature Review: StnEary. The information covered in this

literature review had a direct influence on the remainder of the

research. The CAl. literature provided insight into the structure,

development, and validation of CA! softwar'e. It also pointed to

hypertext as the most useful non-linear programming technology with

which to develop a branching tutorial. The hypertext literature

provided an in-depth understanding on the advantages of hypertext and

the pitfalls to avoid. It further provided the necessary knowledge to
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develop the computer program code for the hypertext portions of the

tutorial.

Survey of Subject-Matter Experts

Before developing a tutorial to help students to better understand

English grammar, it was necessary to consult experts who would have a

direct input into the subject matter. Specifically, the professors of

comnunication at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT).have

first-hand knowledge of the types of grammatical errors commonly

committed by AFIT students in their written communication.

Additionally, to broaden the perspective of the research, professors in

the Department of English, University of Dayton (UD), were consulted for

their input based on their experience with errors comnonly committed by

undergraduate students in their written camwinication. This direct

input fr6m experts in the area of written communication would provide

the research with a strong base of information from which to develop the

tutorial.

Questionnaires were distributed to seven professors of

comnunication at AFIT and sixteen professors of communication at UD.

Six of the seven AFIT professors responded to the questionnaire and

fifteen of the sixteen UD professors responded. The questionnaire and

the aggregate responses to each question are at Appendix B. The

responses are shown totalled for each institution and combined for an

overall total.

Frequency and Severity of Errors. This section of the

questionnaire contained several examples for each of eight types of

common grammatical errors compiled from four sources (See Appendix A).
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These eight errors are

1) sentence fragment,

2) fused sentence,

3) cmra splice,

4) subject-verb agreement error,

5) pronoun reference error,

6) misplaced modifier,

7) illogical verbal modifier, and

8) parallelism error.

The purpose of this section was to allow the subject-matter experts to

provide direct input into the type, frequency, and severity of the

errors commonly committed by students in their written ccmmunication.

The questionnaire asked the respondents to indicate, for each

example, how often the error occurs in students' writing. The

questionnaire provided a five-point scale ranging from "never" to "very

frequent" from which to choose. Respondents were also asked to indicate

the severity of the error, with severity defined as "how seriously the

error degrades effective commuication."

The responses given by the subject-matter experts indicate that

all of the eight errors are ccnmitted by students in their written

conmunication.. of the eighteen examples of the -errors given, only one

example (2a-fused sentence) received an occurrence response of "never."

This response was given by one AFIT professor. Additionally, of these

eighteen examples, only one example (8b-parallelism) was labelled "not a

problem." This response was given by one UD professor. The remainder

of the occurrence responses ranged between "seldom" and "very frequent."

The remainder of the severity responses ranged between "minor" and "very
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severe." As expected, the AFIT professors, whose students are at the

graduate level, indicated a lower frequency of the errors than the UD

professors, whose students are at the undergraduate level. The severity

responses of both groups were similar.

APPLICATION TO THE RESEARCH: The purpose of this section of the

questionnaire was to provide the research with a base of information

fran which to develop the tutorial. The relative importance of each

example was determined by combining the frequency and severity data as

follows:

1) MAJOR IMPORTANCE: total frequency responses of "often and
very often" multiplied by total severity responses of
"severe" and "very severe"

2) MODERATE IMPORTANCE: total frequency responses of
"occasionally" multiplied by total severity responses of
"moderate"

3) LEAST IMPORTANCE: total frequency responses of "never" and
"seldom" multiplied by total 'severity responses of "not a
problem!" and "minor"

The results of this compilation are shown at Figure 2. As the figure

shows, all of the examples are of either major or moderate importance.

Thus, each type of error should receive attention in the tutorial.

Chronology of Teaching. In this section of the questionnaire, the

respondents were asked to indicate the order of instruction most

appropriate for.the listed grammatical.concepts. The list included the

eight gramnati'cal errors, plus "parts of speech" and "clause

recognition." The average responses and standard deviations of those

responses are shown in Appendix B. The order suggested by the average

responses is shown in Figure 3. The experts all agreed that the first

grammatical concept that should be taught is "parts of speech."

Although the order of the individual errors varied slightly, the next
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Strong Moderate Least
Importance Importance Importance

Example la 42 55 6
Example lb 66 36 6

Example 2a 42 66 0
Example 2b 90 56 8

Example 3a 120 84 2
Example 3b 112 38 0

Example 4a 98 66 0
Example 4b 91 36 16
Example 4c 78 126 10
Example 4d 16 28 22

Example 5a 150 21 2-
Example 5b 90 44 8

Exampl- 6a 12 104 7
Example 6b 48 55 15

Example 7a 168 63 0
Example 7b 88 96 0

Example 8a 88 108 0
Example 8b 45 110 4

Strong Importance = (Often + Very.Often) X
(Severe + Very Severe)

Moderate Importance = Occasionally X Moderate

Least Importance = (Never + Seldom) X
(Not a problem t minor)

The high score for each example is underlined.

Figure 2.- Combination of Frequency and Severity Data

two najor areas in the chronology were clause recognition and sentence

structure. In all cases, problems w-tn modifiers and parallelism were

placed last in the chronology.
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AFIT Professors UD Professors Combination

Parts of Speech Parts of Speech Parts of Speech
Sentence Fragment S-V Agreement S-V Agreement
Clause Recognition Sentence Fragment Sentence Fragment
Fused Sentence Clause Recognition Clause Recognition
S-V Agreement Pronoun Reference Fused Sentence
Comma Splice Fused Sentence Pronoun Reference
Pronoun Reference Comma Splice Comma Splice
Verbal ".odifier Verbal Modifier Verbal Modifier
Misplaced Modifier Misplaced Modifier Misplaced Modifier
Parallelism Parallelism Parallelism

Figure 3. Suggested Teaching Chronology

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: During the tutorial content

development phase of the research, the suggested chronology was

considered and played.an important role in narrowing the focus of the

tutorial. Parts of speech, subject-verb agreement, clause recognition,

and sentence structure are'each covered in the tutorial. Due to the-

time constraints of the project, the last three areas in the'chronology

suggested by the subject-matter experts (illogical verbal modifiers,

misplaced modifiers, and parallelism) were excluded from this version of

the tutorial.

Teaching Experience of the Experts. This question asked the

respondencz to indicate the number of years they have taught

communications, English, or composition. This information was requested

in order to establish the relative authority of the subject-matter

experts. The responses to this question were:

1) AFIT Professors: Average experience of 19.33 years

2) UD Professors: Average experience of 18.92 years

3) Combined: Average experience ot 19.05 years
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APPLICATION TO THE RESEARCH: The prozessors and teachers

participating in this phase of the research averaged over 19 years of

experience teaching cacmunications, English, or composition. Hence,

their responses could be considered expert opinions in the area of

graritrtical concepts.

Suggested Textbooks. This question was asked to determine the

textbooks that the respondents suggest are most appropriate tor helping

students learn grammatical concepts. The textbooks suggested by the

subject-matter expert are listed in Appendix B. The most ccmmonly

suggested textbooks were Simon & Schuster (47), Harbrace (25), and

Prentice-Hall (36).

APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT: The Harbrace (25) and Prentice-Hall

.(36) books were among the sources used to develop the questionnaire

distributed to the subject-matter experts. Their appearance on the list

of suggested textbooks validates that decision. The Simon & Schuster

text (47) was not initially consulted, but was subsequently obtained and

used as a reference during the development of the tutorial.

Survey of Subject-Matter Experts: Sumary. The survey of

subject-matter experts provided the research with an authoritative base

of information from which to begin development of the tutorial. With an

average of over 19 years experience in cammunication, English, or

conposition, the professors and teachers who responded to the

questionnaire provided important insights into the instruction of

grammatical concepts. The textbooks suggested by the respondents were

valuable references used throughout the development of the content ot

the tutorial.
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Development of the Tutorial

The tutorial development phase of the research consisted of two

distinct facets: development of the tutorial content and coding of the

program software.

Development of the Tutorial Content. Development of the tutorial

content began immediately after the data had been collected from the

subject-matter experts and followed Steinberg's three-phase plan of

initial planning, unit planning, and lesson completion (44:20).

Steinberg's plan was described above in the section on CAI development.

Initial Planning. Initial planning for the tutorial first

led to the development of a plan consisting of a series of lessons

designed to address each of the areas identified by the subject-matter

experts. In this plan, the following lessons would be included:

1). Parts of Speech,

2) Clause Recognition and Sentence Structure,

3) Sentence Structure Errors,

4) Subject-Verb Agreement,

5) Pronoun Reference,

6) Problems With Modifiers, and

7) Parallelism.

Based on this plan, the first three of these lessons were written,

using the textbooks suggested by-the subject-matter experts as reference

tools. After evaluating these first three lessons, it became evident

that the method of instruction found in the reference books and

subsequently transferred into the lessons failed to deal properly with

the circularity and interconnectedness of the concepts of granmar. For

example, to understand what a clause is, one must understand the
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relationship between a subject and verb, but the concept of a

relationship between a subject and verb can only be understood in terms

of clauses. So rather than dealing with these two concepts as separate

parts of the tutorial, they must somehow be taught simultaneously.

Another problem that surfaced during this evaluation was that, by

following the traditional method of grammar instruction as found in the

resource textbooks, the tutorial would assume that each student already

had a basic level of understanding of gramar, since each lesson

required the user to have same understanding of the fundamental concepts

behind it. It would not be useful as a tool to introduce granmar

concepts.

An additional concern with this first plan was that it failed to

exploit the many benefits that instruction in a hypertext environment

can achieve. The hypertext environrmet allows users to jing from one

concept to another related concept as necessary for better understanding

ot the concepts.

This evaluation of the first plan for the tutorial indicated that

the traditional method of instruction should not be used in the

tutorial. Instead, the tutorial would start with the simplest concepts

of granar and build upward to the more difficult concepts.

Additionally, rather than forcing the user to memorize definitions and

lists of examples of the various grammatical concepts, it would teach

users to recognize concepts and patterns based on two ideas: the

building elements in grarnmac and the functions that can be performed by

these building elements.

In English granmar, there are three building elements that are

used to form sentences:
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1) words,

2) phrases, and

3) clauses.

These three building elements perform the following five functions in

English grammar:

1) naming things,

2) showing action or existence of things,

3) modifying (changing, qualifying, or renaming) things,

4) connecting other words or groups of words, and

5) adding filler to sentences.

The grammar tutorial would, thus, be written in such a way that it helps

its users to recognize the three building elements and the five

functions that they perform, and to understand how sentences are formed

from the building elements. To guide this new approach, Faulkner's text

was added a reference since his textbook takes a functional approach to

grammar (14).

Unit Planning. The unit planning phase consisted of

developing an in-depth outline for the tutorial. The backbone structure

of the tutorial is an inverted tree that begins at the top and branches

out to other ideas as the user des..ends the tree. Figure 4 illustrates

the basic backbone structure of the tutorial developed during the unit

planning phase.

The user selects one of the four options from the main menu. The

main menu suggests to first-time users that they should review the areas

sequentially, beginning with the introduction. The second branch

presents the five functions that are performed in language. The third

branch presents the three building elements and further branches out
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MAIN MEN
1) Introduction
2) The Functions

INTRODUCTIONJ[ 3) The Building Elements
4) The Sentence

THE FUNCTIONS THE BUILDING ELEMMCS THE SENTENCE
1) Naming Things 1) Words 1) Simple
2) Showing Action/ 2) Phrases 2) Compound

Condition/State 3) Clauses 3) Complex
3) Modifying 4) ComPound-Complex
4) Connecting
5) Adding Filler

WORDS PHRASES CLAUSES
1) Naming Things 1) Naming Things 1) Naming Things
2) Showing Action/ 2) Showing Action/ 2) Modifying

Condition/State Condition/State (Adjective Clause)
3,) Modifying 3) Modifying 3) Modifying
4) Connecting 4) Connecting (Adverb Clause)
5) Adding Filler 5) Adding Filler

Figure 4: Backbone Structure of the Tutorial

into how each element performs the various functions. The final branch

shows how the building elements are used to form complete sentences.

The hypertext environment allows the users to move up and down the tree

structure to suit their particular needs and to jump from an area in one

branch to an area in another branch as necessary to understand the

concepts being presented.

During the unit planning phase, the hierarchical structure of the

tutorial was first created by using individual index cards to represent

each branch in the tree. Next, the concepts contained on the index

cards were expanded to include in-depth coverage and examples of the

concepts. Once the concepts had been expanded to their final form, the

lesson completion phase began.
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Lesson Conioletion. In the lesson completion phase, the

various concepts were broken down into the actual screens on which they

would appear. Following Burke's suggestion (6:50), a complete, screen-

by-screen paper version of the tutorial was developed. This paper

version of the tutorial consisted of computer-generated "notecards"

similar to Orwig's story board (40:50) as shown in Figure 1 above. This

version of the tutorial is at Appendix C. During the lesson campletion

phase, the tutorial was entitled, "The Grammar Lesson."

Development of the Program Software. Development of the program

software required two activities: converting the paper version of the

tutorial into a hypertext document and developing a program which would

display that hypertext document and contain the user interface.

The hypertext document was created using a modified version of the

hypertext editor presented by Gessner (20:26). Gessner's editor was

modified to allow for the larger text screen required by the tutorial.

The Turbo Pascal code for the modified hyp.rtext editor, a procedure

called "help-editor," is contained in the . ,I nd program listed in

Appendix D. The hypertext editor allows for limited text editing, but

its unique feature is the ability to insert hypertext links directly

into the docurent. Links are inserted by placing the cursor on the

desired key word, pressing <F2>, and indicating the screen to which that

key word is linked. Key words appear in yellow text, whiie the

remainder of the text appears in white. Since the hypertext editor

saves each screen of the document as a separate record in a file, the

number of possible screens in a document is limited only by the memory

capabilities of the machine on which it is executed. "The Grammar

Lesson" consists of seven instruction screens and 137 lesson screens.
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The program which displays the hypertext and contains the user

interface was also written using Turbo Pascal. This program, called

"Grammar," is the first program listed in Appendix D. The structure of

the program is shown in Figure 5.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

SELECTION SCREEN

I - Instructions
2- Lesson
3- Quit

2 3
Display the Display the Quit the proram
instructions Grammar Lesson and return to
hypertext hypertext DOS.
document. documeht.

Figure 5: "Gramnar" Program Structure

When the user executes the program, the introductory screen

appears. After the user presses <Enter>, the selection screen appears.

Both of these screens, as well as the instructional and lessons screens,

are shown at Appendix C. To make a selection, the user moves the

highlight bar to the desired option, using the cursor keys, and presses

<Enter> with the desired option highlighted. If the user selects

"Instructions" or "The Gramnar Lesson," the program retrieves the

appropriate hypertext docunent and displays it as shown in Figure 6.
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First screen of the
hypertext document.

.Pg Lip> for previous screen T - I 4 to move highlight
<Esc> to end the lesson <Enter> to select highlight

Figure 6: Hypertext Display Screen

In the hypertext document, normal text appears in white, key words

appear in yellow, and the highlight bar is red. The user moves from

screen to screen in the hypertext documents by moving the highlight bar

to a key word, and selecting it by pressing <Enter>. The program

automatically displays the screen associated with the selected key

word. To return to the previous screen, the user presses the <Pg Up>

key. To leave the hypertext document and return to the program's

selection menu, the user presses the <Esc> key. As shown in Figure 6,

the keys necessary to perform each of these actions are listed at the
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bottm of each screen. A more detailed description of the procedures is

shown in the "Instructions" screens in Appendix C.

Proqram Evaluation

The final step in any software development project is to determine

how well the software works. One author asserts that commercial

software developers devote approximately 50 percent of total software

development time to software testing (24:1). Due to the time

constraints of this project, however, an extensive testing program was

unfeasible. Instead, a preliminary field test was conducted to provide

initial feedback concerning program execution and tutorial content. The

goal of this preliminary field test was to address the fourth research

objective:

Assess the effectiveness of the tutorial by providing it to
students in AFIT's refresher course in fundamental written
communication and evaluating their feedback.

To conduct the field test, volunteers were solicited from students

-enrolled in the AFIT sumner short term course CCMM 310, Fundamentals of

Written Ccmnunication. Of the 40 students enrolled in the course, 36

students volunteered to participate in the field test. At the end of

the first week of the four-week course, each volunteer received a copy

of the prototype tutorial software, and two weeks later, each volunteer

received a user-evaluation survey to complete. Of the 36 surveys

distributed, 17 were completed and returned. The survey instrument and

the students' responses are at Appendix E.

The research objective was to assess the effectiveness of the

tutorial. For the purpose of this project, effectiveness was defined in

three ways:
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1) program execution,

2) lesson content, and

3) ability to teach the gramnar concepts.

Unfortunately, the results of the field test could not be used to

conduct an in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of the tutorial. This

limitation is based on three factors.

First, as mentioned above, the time constraints of the project did

not allow for an extensive period of user testing. Instead of testing

the tutorial through a coiplete software testing program, the project

was limited to a preliminary field test of the software. The field test

consisted of a survey which was divided into three parts:

1) program execution,

2) lesson contents,

3) sample quiz.

The survey instrun ent and the students' responses are at Appendix E.

The second factor limiting the analysis of the field-test results

was the low response rate to the survey. Thirty-six students received a

copy of the tutorial, but less than half of them (only seventeen)

completed and returned the survey. This greatly limited the strength of

inferences that could be drawn from the responses. The specific

limitations of inferences will be discussed in the sections-below which.

address each section of the survey.

The third limiting factor was the lack of a controlled environment

for the sample quiz portion of the survey. Due to the time constraints,

a pre-test/post-test experiment was unfeasible. This limited the

.inferences that could be made based on the results of the quiz.

Additionally, since the volunteers reviewed the software and completed
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the survey on their own, the results of the sample quiz cannot be used

as an effective measuratent of how much knowledge they gained directly

from the tutorial.

Because of these three limiting factors, the effectiveness of the

software could not be completely assessed. In spite of this limitation,

however, the field test did provide valuable information for the

research project in the areas of program execution and lesson content.

As a result of the field test. potential enhancements to the software

were identified and subsequently added to the final version of the

software. These enhancements will be described in the sections below.

The following paragraphs describe each sections cf the survey and

summarize the results in the form of findings. For each correctable

finding, the actions taken to resolve the finding are presented.

Pro ram Execution. The program execution section of the survey

contained software coding-related questions. The purpose of this

section was to provide information concerning the physical sLucure &

the program, including the initial start-up, the menu structure, and

navigation through the hypertext structure of the program. The

following findings represent an assessment of the software based

strictly on the responses of the survey participants; genera:izaticn :C

a population was not necessary in these circum-stances.

FINDING 1: The program startup pocadures were effectivs.

All users reported that the program initialized correctly frcm the

DOS prompt.

FINDING 2: When users pressed the cursor keys while viewing
screens wthout highiighted key words, the program aborted.
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Two users identified this discrepancy in the software. When a

user views a screen with no highlighted words, that is, a screen with no

hypertext links (see, for example, Lesson Screen 10, in Appendix C), the

cursor keys had no intended function. However, if a user pressed a

cursor key while viewing this type of screen, the program would abort.

This discrepancy was corrected and no longer occurs in the latest

version of the software program.

Finding 3: The screen colors used in the program
effectively allowed users to distinguish between normal text
and key words.

In the program, normal text appears white on the blue background,

and key words appear in yellow on the blue background. This distinction

is important because the key words are the hypertext links to other

screens. All of the users indicated that they were able to distinguish

between normal text and key words.

Finding 4: The users understood the procedures for moving
from one screen to another in the tutorial; however, they
occasionally lost their sense of where they were in the
program.

This finding illustrates two distinct aspects to reading a

hypertext document:

1) moving tram screen to screen through the physical structure of
the document and

2) maintaining a sense of one's current location in the document.

Of the 17 respondents, 14 found movement from screen to screen "not at

all confusing," while three found it "somewhat confusing." However, the

responses were much different when the users were asked it they ever

lost their sense of where they were in the program. Only four users

replied that they never lost their sense of direction; five users

indicated that they seldom did; and eight users indicatec that they
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occasionally did. These figures suggest that the users apparent ease in

moving from page to page throughout the hypertext document does not

ensure their ability to maintain a sense of their location in the

document. To help alleviate this problem, an index of key term,

accessible frm the Main Menu, has been added to the tutorial. With

this enhancement, and the "hot key" enhancement described below, users

can now move quickly to and from desired areas in the document with a

minimum of keystrokes.

Finding 5: The current method of paging up through previous
screens should be replaced with a "hot key" that will
automatically return the user to the Main.Menu.

With the prototype version.of the software, the user could only

move between linked screens. If the user had traversed down a

particular path of the lesson, he or she had to page up.through each

previously viewed screen in order to return to the beginning of the

path. This method was cumbersome, and several of the users suggested a

"hot key" that would automatically return the user to the Main Menu.

Based on this input, the program code was modified to allow the user to

jump immediately to the Main Menu from anywhere in the document simply

by pressing the <Home> key.

Lesson Contents. This section of the survey contained questions

related to the lesson's presentation of basic grammar concepts. The

purpose of the section was to allow students who are currently enroliea

in a grarmar fundamentals course to comment on the content of the

tutorial. For the reasons described earlier, inferences about a Larger

population cannot be drawn trom the limited responses to this section ot

the survey. Instead, the following findings are presented based soleiy

on the responses to the sui-vey.
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Finding 6: The users were able to understand the concepts

as presented in the tutorial.

Eight users indicated that they had never studied English gramar

in terms of functions and building elements as presented in the

tutorial; four users were unsure; and only five indicated that they had

studied grammar in terms of functions and building elements. All

seventeen users replied that they understood the lesson's presentation

of the two concepts, with ten users indicating that they understood the

concepts "quite well."

Finding 7: The tutorial helped its users achieve a better
understanding of the English language.

Sixteen of the users indicated that the tutorial helped them to

improve their understanding of the language. Additionally, 16 of the 17

users indicated that the tutorial helped them recognize functions,

building elements, and properly written sentences. One user indicated

that the program would help him or her to recognize the functions and

properly written sentences, but not the building elements.

Finding 8: The users found the tutorial useful in relation
to their current fundamentals of written ccminication
course.

Fourteen of the users replied that the tutorial was useful to them

in relation to the course. The three users who found it !not at all

useful" in relation to the course stated that this was because they did

not review the tutorial until after they had completed the course.

Several users suggested that the tutorial could have been more useful if

they had been able to devote sufficient time to it. One user suggested

that the tutorial should be sent to new students before they arrive at

AFIT so that they can review basic gramar concepts prior to their

arrival.
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Sample Quiz. The final section of the survey was a sample quiz of

the concepts presented in the tutorial. The purpose of the quiz was not

to test how well the users had learned the concepts contained in the

tutorial; that type of testing was unfeasible under the time constraints

of this preliminary field test of the software. Rather, the purpose of

the quiz was to gauge the users' comfort with the terminology and their

ease in locating information within the tutorial.

The survey instructed the users to attempt to answer the questions

from memory first, but to refer to the tutorial if necessary. For each

question, the respondents were asked to indicate whether they had

answered the question from memory or by referring to the tutorial. The

sample quiz was completed by 15 of the 17 respondents. They remaining

two users .indicated that they were unable to devote the time necessary

to prepare for a quiz of the concepts. The results of the sample quiz

are shown in Appendix C.

The inferences that can be drawn from this portion of the survey

are very limited. The users completed the quiz on their own, and no

controls were in place to monitor their use of the tutorial and

completion of the quiz. Findings based on the sample quiz are limited

to the following:

Finding 9: Traditional definitions of grammatical concepts
which were learned in early schooling may persist.

This finding is illustrated in the responses to question 25 ot the

survey which asked, "According to the lesson, what do adverbs modifv?"

The desired answer to this question, according to the lesson, is that

adverbs can modify anything other than naming elements. Only five users

responded correctly to this question, and four ot these users referred
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to the tutoriai to find the correct answer. The remaining ten users

answered the question from memory, and all them responded that "adverbs

modify verbs and adjectives." This traditional definition of adverbs is

only partially correct, since adverbs can also modify other adverbs--for

example, "quite" in the sentence 'We played quite well." Also, in some

cases an adverb can modify an entire sentence--for example, "obviously"

in the sentence "Obviously, we won the game." The tutorial attempts to

simplify the concept of adverbs by presenting an adverb as an element

that modifies any other than a naming element; in other words, it

modifies anything that is not modified by an ad3ective. The fact that

the majority of respondents gave the more traditional definition of

adverbs could suggest that

1) the students understood the concept as it was presented
in the program, but repeated the traditional definition
fran rote, or

2) the program did not adequately convey the information as
intended.

Both of these reasons are possible, but the field test did not provide

an adequate means to distinguish between them. A solution to this

problem could be to emphasize explicitly to the users those areas that

vary from the traditional definitions they may have learned in their

early schooling.

Finding 10: The tutorial was helpful as a reference tool
for the users while they completed the sample quiz.

For every question, the ratio of correct answers to incorrect

answers was higher for those who referred to the tutorial than for those

who answered from memory. The users who took the time to refer to the

tutorial as a reference were much more likely to respond with the

correct answer than those who did not refer to the tutorial.
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Finding 11: Those users who referred to the tutorial did
not find it very easy to locate specific concepts within the
tutorial.

Seven of the users found it at least "somewhat easy" to locate the

answers in the tutorial; three found it "not very easy;" but only two

found it "very easy." One respondent suggested that a menu of key words

should be included to simplify the process of finding particular

concepts within the tutorial. Based on this finding, the tutorial has

been enhanced to include an index of key concepts that is accessible

directly from the Main Menu. This improvement should greatly alleviate

the difficulty encountered by the users in locating specific concepts.

Stmary

This chapter presented the results of the research project and

analyzed the data collected throughout the process. The information was

presented in four sections:

1) Results of the Literature Review,

2) Survey of Subject-Matter Experts,

3) Development of the Tutorial, and

4) Program Evaluation.

These sections correspond to the four research objectives identified in

Chapter i. Conclusions will be presented in the next chapter.
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IV. Conclusions ar.,1 Recommendations

Introduction

As stated in Chapter i, the purpose of this research project was

twofold:

1) to determine the types of granmatical errors comonly
corrmitted by students in their written camrunication and

2) to develop a CAI tutorial that would present basic gramatical
concepts to help students avoid those grammatical errors.

To guide the research, four research objectives were established:

1) determine what CAI theories, techniques, and research
findings are already available,

2) identify the grarmatical errors comnonly comutted by
students in their written communication,

3) develop a CAI tutorial that will help students to befter
understand English grammar concepts, and

4) assess the effectiveness of the tutorial by providing it to
students in AFIT's refresher course in fundamental written
communication and evaluating their feedback.

This chapter will address each ot the research objectives ana

evaluate how they were achieved. The chapter ends with overall

conclusions and reccnendations for further research in the area o± this

project.

Conclusions About Research Obiective -

DETERMINE WHAT CA! IMEORIES, TECHNIQUES, AND RESEARCH
FINDINGS ARE ALREADY AVAILABLE

This purpose of this research objective was to provide background

information regarding CAI in general and also to provide information

concerning appropriate methods of progranlung a branching tutorial.
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CAI Literature. The information about CAI collected during the

literature review had direct application to the project because it

provided important information concerning the following aspects of CAI:

1) CAI terminology,

2) learner interaction with CAI,

3) advantages and disadvantages of CAI,

4) types of CAI,

5) development of CAI,

6) camputer-user interface,

7) screen design,

8) validation of CAI, and

9) previous CAI research.

Each of these areas guided specific aspects of the development process

used through the renainder of The project. The manner in which each

alea was applied is addressed in detail in Chapter 3.

Computer-Proiraminq Literature. The computer-progrmnming

information collected during the literature review likewise played an

important role in the research project.

First, the literature pointed to hypertext as an appropriate

environment for computer-user interface for a branching tutorial. The

purpose of a branching tutorial is to allow the user to select the

sequence of instruction according to his or her needs. A hypertext

environment not only provides the interface tools necessary to handle

the branching function, but it also simplifies the process by reducing

movement through the tutorial to a "point-and-click" process involving a

minimun of keystrokes.
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Second, the literature review supported the decision to use the

higher-order language, Turbo Pascal, as the development -"i.ronment for

the tutorial. This decision allowed the tutorial to be developed

without the use of an expensive hypertext authoring tool. Additionally,

the resulting software can stand alone, unlike hypertext programs

developed with same cormercially-available hypertext authoring tools

which require additional software to run the programs developed.

The decision to develop the tutorial following Gessner's approach

to programming hypertext (20.) proved worthwhile. His hypertext editor

and display programs were readily adaptable to the requirements of this

project. Further, since the program was written in a higher-order

language, corrections and enhancements to the program software, which

were identified during the preliminary field test of the software, were

easily incorporated into the program by making the necessary changes to

the program source code and re-compiling the program.

Conclusions About Research Obiective 2

IDENTIFY THE GRAMMATICAL ERRORS CC&MONLY CCMMI'" ED BY
STUDENTS IN THEIR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

The purpose of this research objective was to provide the project

with a strong base of information from which to develop the tutorial.

The objective was successfully achieved by surveying ccmrun2.cation

protessors at nota AFIT and the University of Dayton, who served the

role of sub3ect-matter expert tor the project. The two groups provided

a broad spectrum of experience, both mil.tary and civilian, from which

to draw conclusions about comon grammatical errors. The survey

supported the initial hypothesis that the most comon gramnatical errors

ccnmitted by students in their written comunLication are
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1) sentence fragment,

2) fused sentence,

3) comia splice,

4) subject-verb agreement,

5) pronoun reference error,

6) misplaced modifier,

7) illogical verbal modifier, and

8) parallelism.

While the initial intent of the project was to address each of these

areas, due to time constraints, the tutorial excluded the latter three

areas, but included parts of speech and clause recognition, wn_.cn were

also reconmended by all of the subject-matter experts.

Conclusions About Research Ob"ective 3

DEVELOP A CAI TUTORIAL THAT WILL HELP STUDE 'TS TO BE.ER

UNDERSTAND ENGLISH GRAMMAR CONCEPTS

This research cbJective was the most time-consuming phase of the

research project. It involved two distinct facets: -development of the

tutorial content and ccding of the program software.

Development of the Tutorial Content. As mentioned in the previous

sectlon, the survey of sub3ect-matter experts provided important

information for inclusion in the prcgram. The decision to forego the

traditional method of grammar instruction, as detailed in Chapter 2. an:.

to adopt a different method allowed the project to exploit the benetizs

of instruction in a hypertext environment.

The content ot the tutorial begins with the zimplest concepts and

builds upwards to more difficult concepts. By focusing on the two

concepts of language--the building elements and the functions they
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perform--the tutorial avoids the traditional method of forcing students

to memorize definitions and lists of examples. The goal of the tutorial

is to provide a basic understanding of these two concepts. The

tutorial's effectiveness in achieving this goal will be addressed below.

Development of the Program Software. Once the tutorial content

was finalized, the program software to edit and display the content as a

hypertext document needed to be developed. This phase of development

relied greatly on the model provided by Gessner (20). His code, written

in Turbo Pascal, was easily adapted to the requirements of this project.

The discrepancies and enhancements identified in the preliminary field

test were subsequently added to the prototype program cod5 resulting in

a program that effectively displays and allows movement throughout the

hypertext gramnar tutorial.

Conclusions About Research Objective 4

ASSESS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TUTORIAL BY PROVIDING IT TO
STUDENTS IN AFIT'S REFRESHER COURSE IN FUNDAMENTAL WRITTEN
COMMUNICATION AND EVALUATING THEIR FEEDEACK

The purpose of this research objective was to evaluate three areas

of the grammar tutorial software:

1) the execution of the computer program,

2) the hypertext environment used in the program, and

3) the tutorial's effectiveness as a learning tool.

As discussed iri Chapter 3, the first two facets of the evaluation

were achieved by the preliminary field test of the computer software.

The third area, however, could not be assessed by the current research

project.
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Program Execution. The preliminary field test of the software and

the resulting improvements to the software code support the conclusion

that execution of the program was effective. The only serious problem

identified by the field-test participants (the cursor keys causing an

abort in some cases) was corrected by a modification of the source code.

Hypertext Environment. The field test of the software identified

several potential enhancenents to the program that would make it easier

for users to move about the tutorial without losing their sense of where

they are in the document. These enhancenents--a "hot key" .that

automatically returns the user to the Main Menu and an index that allows

the user to jump directly to key concepts in the tutorial--have been

added to the latest version of the software.

Effectiveness as a Learning Tool. As discussed in Chapter 3, this

tacet of evaluation was not achieved during this project. To properly

assess the tutorial's effectiveness as a learning tool, a controlled

experiment should be conducted, including a pre-test/post-test design

which would assess the user's knowledge prior before and after using the

tutorial. The preliminary field test conducted during this project did

not follow the type of experimental design necessary to achieve this

purpose. Instead, its usefulness was primarily in the areas addressea

in the previous two sections.

Overall Conciusions

This research project resulted in a grammar tutorial that has been

field-tested to assess the effectiveness of its software and its

hypertext environment. The hypertext interface that the tuto.ial

empioys was enhanced to incorporate the suggestions of participants In
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the field test of the software. The content of the tutorial was

developed based on the information collected from 23 subject-matter

experts--communication professors from two different institutions. The

tutorial is ready to be evaluated in an experiment to assess its

effectiveness as a learning tool.

The program that was developed during this research project

supports that conclusion that a branching CAI tutorial, using hypertext

for its computer-user interface, can be developed in a higher-order

language. The hypertext programs developed for. the grammar tutorial are

transparent to the contents of the hypertext document being edited or

displayed; hence, the same programs could be used to create and display

hypertext documents in other text-based areas of instruction.

Reccamendations for Further Research

The following recommendations are offered based on the conclusions

drawn frdm this research pr6ject:

Recormendation 1. The program developed during this project has

been field tested to evaluate its program execution and its hypertext

interface. Before it is released to students, however, it shouid ne

evaluated for its eftectiveness as a learning tool.

Reconmnendation 2. The tutorial developed during this project

covers basic grammar concepts: it did not cover the graiTmatical errors

nighlighted by the survey of subject-matter 'experts. Future research

should include an expansion of, or supplement to, the tutorial which

would cover these additional areas of grammar. Other material deemed

appropriate by the course director of AFIT's Fundamentals of'-ritten

Ccnmrunication course, CCMM 310, couid also be included.
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ReccrmendatLon 3. The software developed for this project can

create and display any hypertext document. This tutorial covered basic

English grammar concepts. Future research should address the

possibilities of developing hypertext documents to supplement other

areas of instruction.

Smmry

This chapter restated the four research objectives which guided

this research project and described how effectively these objectives

were achieved. The first three objectives were met successfully:

I) the literature review provided a valuable base of
information about CAI;

2) the subject-matter expert survey provided the necessary
information from which to develop the tutorial content; and

3) the tutorial development phase resulted in a prototype
version of the grammar tutorial.

The fourth objective, effectiveness of the tutorial, was only partially

achieved. The execution of the program and its hypertext interface were

both assessed and irproved based on the results of the preliminary field

test of the software. The tutorial's effectiveness as a learning tool,

however, could not be evaluated due to the time -imiLtations of the

current project. Such an evaluation should take place before the

tutorial is distributed to students.

Several reconwendatlons tor further research were also offerea:

1) evaluation of the effectiveness of the tutorial as a
learning tool,

2) expansion of the contents of the tutorial to include
other areas of grammar, and

3) development of tutorials In other areas ot instruction,
using the editing and displaying programs developed in
this project.
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Appendix A: Glossary of Camon Gramrnatical Errors

1. SENTENCE FRAGMENT

COW 687: A word or group of words which is punctuated as a
sentence but which fails to meet the minimum
sentence requirement of at least one clause. (15:1)

HARBRACE: A group of words beginning with a capital letter and
ending with a period. Although written as if it were a
sentence, a fragment is only part of a sentence--such as
a phrase or subordinate clause. (25:28)

PRENTICE: Any group of words that is set off as a sentence but that
HALL lacks a subject, a verb, or an independent clause.

(32:62)

EXAMPLES: Because we submitted the paperwork yesterday.
Which will ensure we receive the parts on time.

2. FUSED SENTENCE

COWt 687: Occurs when two independent clauses are joined with no
punctuation and/or coordinating conjunction between them.
(15:1)

HARBRACE: No punctuation between main clauses. (25:34)

PRENTICE: Two gramnatically complete thoughts with no
HALL separating punctuation. (32:70)

EXAMPLES: The student completed the assignment early it did not
meet the objectives.
The student completed the assignment early however, it
did not meet the objectives.

3. COt4A SPLICE or COMA FAULT

CCH.687: Occurs when two independent clauses are connected only
with a comma. (15:1)

HARBRACE: Only a comma between main clauses. (25:34)

PRENTICE: Placing a comma between two main clauses without a
HALL coordinating conjunction. (32:69)

EXAMPLES: The student completed the assignment early, it did not
meet the objectives.
The student ccmpleted the assignment early, however, it
did not meet the objectives.
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4. SUBJECT-VERB AGREE4NT ERROR

COHN 687: Occurs when a subject and a verb fail to agree in number
or person. (15:2)

HARBRACE: Make the verb agree in number with its subject.
(25:62)

PRENTICE: Every verb should agree in number with its subject.
HALL (32:75)

EXAMPLES: The classrooms on the third floor has no heat.
Everyone have received the latest bulletin.

5. PRONOUN REFERENCE ERROR

OMM 687: Any problem in the relationship of a pronoun and its
antecedent. (15:2)

HARBRACE: Make a pronoun refer unmistakably to its antecedent.
(25:285)

PRENTICE: Each pronoun should refer to a single antecedent.
HALL (32:86)

EXAMPLES: . The student cannot find the instructor's book and now he
needs it.-
She met with the colonel every morning before her staff
meeting.

6. MISPLACED PARTS

COMM 687: (MISPLACE) MODIFIERS (MM)] A modifier that creates
ambiguity because of its location. This error can be
corrected by moving the modifier nearer to the unit it
needs to modify. (15:3)

HARBRACE: Avoid needless separation of related parts of the
sentence . . Place modifiers near the words they
modify. (25:269)

PRENTICE: (MIS PT) Word order . . . is the principal way to keep
HALL many modifiers attached to the words they modify.

(32:100)

EXAMPLES: One group only completed the first assignment.
(Versus: Only one group completed the first assignment.)
Major Johnson even works after 1630.
(Versus: Major Johnson works even after 1630.)
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7. DANGLING MODIFIER

COMM 687: Occurs when a modifying word or phrase has nothing in the
sentence to modify. The error often occurs when the
sentence begins with the modifier. (15:4)

HARBRACE: Verbal phrases 'hat do not refer clearly and logically to
another word or phrase in t.,e sentence. (Hodges et
al.:272)

PRENTICE: (DLG) Has nothing to modify becase the word it
HALL logically should modify is not present in its sentence.

(32:108)

EXAMPLES: While attempting to complete the project, the power went
out in the building.
Although not responsible for the malfunction, the colonel
repri 'xded the lieutenan.

8. PARALLELISM

COM 687: Occurs when a writer establishes a series or pattern in a
sentence and then violates the pattern without apparent
reason. (15:4)

HARBRACE: Balance nouns with nouns, prepositional phrases
with prepositional phrases, main clauses with main
clauses, and so on. (25:275)

PRENTICE: When you coordinate two or more elements in a sentence,
HALL readers expect you to . . . state them in the same

grammatical form. (32:235)

EXAMPLES: Th professor expects the students to show up for class,
pay close attention, and turning in all assignments.
The clerk purchased new ribbons for all printers, new
labels for all folders, and paperclips.
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Appendix B: Subject-Matter Expert Questionnaire and Responses

This appendix consists of the questionnaire distributed to

teachers of conunication at the Air Force Institute of Technology

(AFIT) and University of Dayton (UD). Aggregate responses to each

question are listed immediately following the question and are shown

broken down by institution and by overall total.

PART I. GRAMMATICAL ERRORS

This section contains examples of eight types -of grammatical errors.
For each type of error, several examples are given, with relevant
portions underlined for emphasis. (If you observe stylistic problems
that are unrelated to the underlined grammtical error, please note them
in the comments sections.) Using the five-point scales provided, please
circle your responses-to

1) indicate the relative frequency with which you tind each error
in students' eypository writing and

2) indicate the severity of each error. "Severity" means how
seriously the error degrades effective camwnicati6n.

1. SENTENCE FRAGMIENT (a group of words punctuated as a sentence but
lacking an independent clause)

EXAMPLE IA: Because we submitted the paperwork yesterday.

OCCURRECE: 1-Never 2-Seldom 3-Occasionally 4-Otten 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 4 1 0 0
UD: 0 2 10 3 0

TOTAL: 0- 6 11 3 0

SEVERITY: 1-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 1 3 1
UD : 0 1 4 6 4

TOTAL: 0 1 5 9 5
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EXAMPLE iB: For example, vsychology sociology, and dnthropologv.

OCCURRENCE: 1-Never 2-Seldom 3-0ccasionally 4-Often 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 3 2 0 0
UD: 0 3 4 5 1

TOTAL: 0 6 6 5 1

SEVEITY: I-No a Probiem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 0 4 1
UD: 0 1 6 3 3

TOTAL: 0 1 6 7 4

2. FUSED SENTENCE (in a covound sentence, two independent clauses
joined without semicolon, colon, or comma and coordinating
conjunction)

EXAMPLE 2A: The student completed the assignment early . it did not

meet the objectives.

OCCURRENCE: !-Never 2-Seldcm 3-Cccas_n:a:.'y q-0.fe. 5-Very .re.quet

RESPONSES: AFIT: 1 2 " 0 .
UD: 0 3 10 2 0.

TOTAL: 1 5 11 2 1
SEVERITY: -No a Pro:-'..!;

SEV~I .-Not. a ? em 2-nhor 3-Moderate A-Severe -/ r? ieer3

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 2 2 1
UD: 0 0 4 5 6

TOTAL: 0 0 6 7 7

EXAMPLE 2B: The student completed the assignment early -.__ however, it

did not meet the objectives.

CCCURRENCE: :-Never 2-Sedom 3-0czas-:ha :Y 4-,--en . -7erv ...-.

RESPONSES:" AFIT: 0 1 2 1 1
UD: 0 3 5 6 1

TOTAL: 0 4 7 7 2

SEVERITY: 1-No a .roblem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe -" .""

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 3 1 1
UD: 0 2 5 3 5

TOTAL: 0 2 8 4 6
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3. COMMA SPLICE (two independent clauses joined only by a cronma)

EXAMPLE 3A: The student ccpleted the assignment early, .- it did
not meet the objectives.

OCCURRENCE: I-Never 2-Seidom 3-Occasionally 4-0ften 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 4 0 1
UD: 0 1 3 6 5

TOTAL: 0 1 7 6 6

SEVERITY: !-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-'Yery Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 1 2 2 0
UD: 0 1 6 5 3

TOTAL: 0 2 8 7 3

EXAMPLE 3B: The student completed the assignment early, __ however,

it did not meet the objectives.

OCCURRENCE: -Never 2-Se'dom 3-Occasionaiiy 4-Often 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 1 3 1
UD: 0 0 3 5 7

TOTAL: 0 0 4 8 8

SEVERITY: I-Not a Problem 2-Mznor 3-Moderate 4-Severe3-!.. Se.-e--

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 1.5 1.5 2 2
UD: 0 1 8 2 3

TOTAL: 0 2.5 9.5 4 5

4. SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT EROR (when the subject and verb of a clause
do not agree in number or person)

EXAMPLE 4A: The location of the conferences have not been announced.

OCCURRENCE: 1->ever 2-Seldom 3-0ccasLana::v 4-0iften 5-Very ?re.ien-

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 2 4 0 0
UD:_0 1 7 6 1

TOTAL: 0 3 11 6 1

SEVEITY: -No: a ProDlem 2-Miner 3-Mode.a"e 4-Severe 5-Ve: Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 2 1 2
UD: 0 0 4 8 3

TOTAL: 0 0 6 9 5
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EXAMPLE 4B: Neither the dean nor the professor were available for

comment.

OCCURRENCE: I-Never 2-Seldofi 3-Occasionally 4-Often 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 3 2 1 0
UD: 0 . 2 8 4

TOTAL: 0 4 4 9 .4

SEVERITY: 1-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 2 2 0 1
UD: 0 2 7 4 2

TOTAL: 0 4 9 4 3

EXAMPLE 4C: The criteria for passing the course was listed in the

syllabus.

OCCURRENCE: i-Never 2-Seldom 3-Occasionally 4-Often 5-Very Frequen:

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 2 3 1
UD: 0 2 4 5 4

TOTAL: 0 2 6 8 5

SEVEITY: 1-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT.: 0 2 3 1 0
UD: 0 3 7 2 3

TOTAL: 0 5 10 3 3

EXAMPLE 4D: The coach, who is in excellent condition, run five miles a

day.

OCCURRENCE: 1-Never 2-Se'dom 3-Occasionally 4-0ften 5-Very Fre"=-

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 4 2 0 0
UD: 0 7 7 1 0

TOTAL: 0 11 9 1 0

SEVERITY: 1-No a ?rzIem 2.vM"or 3-Mo -rat 4-Severe 53-,ery Seve:

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 1 0 2 2
UD: 0 1 2 6 6

TOTAL: 0 2 2 8 8
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5. PRONOUN REFERENCE ERROR (any problem between a pronoun and its
antecedent)

EXAMPLE 5A: Jim cannot find the book that Bill brought and now he

needs it.

OCCRRENCE: 1-Never 2-Seldom 3-0ccasionally 4-Often 5-Very Freq.ent,

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 2 3 1 0
UD: 0 0 4 8 1

TOTAL: 0 2 7 9 1

SEVERITY: 2-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 1 2 2 1
UD: 0 0 1 9 3

TOTAL: 0 1 3 11 4

EXAMPLE 5B: John wanted to be a chemist because it is an honorable

profession.

OCCURRENCE: i-Never 2-Seldom 3-0ccas: -naily _-"n . -Very.?-ec:

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 3 3 0
UD: 0 2 1 11 1

TOTAL: 0 2 4 14 1

SEVERITY: 1-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Se,,ere

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 2 4 0 0
UD: 0 2 7 6 0

TOTAL: 0 4 11 6 0

6. MISPLACED MODIFIER (a modifier that creates ambiguity because of its
location in the sentence)

EXAMPLE 6A: The hermit only wanted to be left alone.

(Versus: The hermit wanted only to be left alone.)

C,,,~, ,~, . .......- Seldc 3-Occasi'ona y 4- -n i-'ey -

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 1 1 2 2
UD: 0 0 7 4 4

TOTAL: 0 1 8 6 6
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SEVERITY: 1-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 3 3 0 0
UD: 0 4 10 1 0

TOTAL: 0 7 13 1 0

EXAMPLE 6B: The wcwan walked the dog wearing a beautiful evening gown.

OCCJRRENCE: i-Never 2-Seldom 3-Occasionally 4-Often 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 2 4 0 0
UD: 0 3 7 3 1

TOTAL: 0 5 11 3 1

SEVERITY: I-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 2 1 2 1
UD: 0 1 4 6 3

TOTAL: 0 3 5 8 4

7. ILLOGICAL VERBAL MODIFIER (a verbal modifier that tries to modify a
noun or pronoun that is not contained in the modified expression--
sometimes called a dangling modifier)

EXAMPLE 7A: While attemting to conzplete the project, the power failed

throughout the building.

OCCURRENCE: 1-Never 2-Seldom 3-OccasLonally 4-Often 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 3 3 0
UD: 0 '0 6 8 1

TOTAL: 0 0 9 11 1

SEVEITY: -lo t a ?ro,.em 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very 5ev're

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 3 3 0
UD: 0 0 4 9 2

TOTAL: 0 0 7 12 2

EXAMPLE 7B: Unable to finish our midterm examination, the professor

asked whether we needed more time.

OCCURRENCE: I- ever 2-Seldom 3-0ccas-onal':.y 4-Cf."n 5-Very g.requen:

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 3 2 0
UD: 0 0 9 6 0

TOTAL: 0 0 12 8 0
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SEVERITY: !-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 1 2 2 0
UD: 0 0. 6 7 2

TOTAL: 0 1 8 9 2

8. PARALLELIS4 ERROR (two or more elenents presented in a series or
pattern but not following the same graimmatical form)

EXAMPLE A: The professor expects the students to _cplte all
assignments, pay close attention during lectures, and, to
the best of their ability, attending every class session.

OCCURRCE: 1-Never 2-Se'dom 3-Occasionally 4-Often 5-Very Frequent

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 3 2 0
UD: 0 0 6 6 3

TOTAL: 0 0 9 8 3

SEVERITY: !-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Moderate 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 4 1 0
UD: 0 0 8 4 3

TOTAL: 0 0 12 5 3

EXAMPLE B: Either the student copletes the assignment or fails the

course.

OCCURRCE: 1-Never 2-Seidom 3-Occasionaiiy 4-0ftet 5-Very ?requen:

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 0 3 2 0
UD: 0 1 7 4 3

r ATL: 0 1 10 6 3

SEVERITY: 1-Not a Problem 2-Minor 3-Mdera:e 4-Severe 5-Very Severe

RESPONSES: AFIT: 0 1 3 1 0
UD: 1 2 8 4 0

TOTAL: 1 3 11 5 0
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PART II. CHRONOLOGY OF INSTRUCTION

Please indicate the order of instruction you feel is most appropriate
for the following areas of grammar. In other words, if you were going
to help a student master the following gramatical concepts, in what
order would you teach them? Use "1" for first, "2" for second, et
cetera.

RESPONSES:
Expert Standard

Area of Instruction Category Average Deviation

Parts of Speech AFIT 1.00 0.00
UD 2.17 2.34
Combination 1.78 1.99

Clause Recognition AFIT 3.17 2.19
UD 4.38 2.47
Combination 4.00 2.45

Sentence Fragment AFIT 3.00 0.63
UD 3.86 2.26
Combination 3.63 2.01

Pronoun Reference AFIT 6.33 1.11
UD. 5.00 1.46
Combination 5.40 1.50

Fused Sentence AFIT 4.00 0.58
UD 5.07 2.63
Combination 4.75 2.28

Misplaced Modifier AFIT 8.20 2.04
UD 7.07 1.94
Combination 7.37 2.03

Illogical Verbal Modifier AFIT 8.17 1.21
UD 6.93 1.62
Combination 7.30 1.62

Cara Splice AFIT 6.00 1.83
UD 6.14 3.20
Combination 6.10 2.86

Subject-Verb Agreement AFIT 5.80 0.98
UD 2.71 3.33
Combination 3.53 1.60

Parallelism AFIT 8.83 1.07
UD 8.54 2.24
Combination 8.63 1.95
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PART III. OTHER INFORMATION

1. How many years have you taught Comnunication/Englsh/Composition?

RESPONSES: Expert Average
Category Experience (in years)
AFIT 19.33
UD 18.92
COMBINED 19.05

2. Which student textbook do you think is the best for helping students
learn gramatical concepts?

RESPONSES:

i AFIT ; Handbook of Current English, Corder
I Warner Series

IJ JHarbrace College Handbook

Any handbook (Harbrace or Rinehart)
Prentice-Hall Handbook for Writers
No single preference (Harbrace or Rinehart)

UD "Any handbook is only as good as the instructor." 1
* MdGraw-Hill Colilege Handbook

a, iSimon & Schuster Handbook for Writers. 2d Ed.

I No preference
'Most are pretty weak to me."

I "I'm not sure I've found one." II
Simon & Schuster Handbook tor Writers, 2d Ed. a'

Harbrace College Handbook
Simon & Schuster for classes; A Writer's Reference,

I j Hacker (Bedtord/St Martin's) tor refresher ;I
'lPrentice-Hal! Handbook for Writers I
"Haven't found one yet!",q
Prentice-Hall or Simon & Schuster

1i Note: Three UD professors did not respond to this question.,!
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3. Do you use standard abbreviations to mark graimtical errors? (Y/N)

If yes, please supply the abbreviations you use for the following:

Most
I Area Responses* Ccnnon

Sentence Fragment I AFIT: Frag Frag Frag Frag
I Frag Frag Frag

UD: SF Fr Frag Frag Frag ii
Ii Frag Frag Frag

t T IIiIL
Pronoun Reference iAFIT: Ref Agr Ref PnRef ProRef I

iiUD: Pr Pro Ref Ref Ref Ret
Ii Pro Ref Ref Ref j

Fused Sentence AFIT: FS Fus FS Fus j FS
UD: FS RIO Fused FS RIO j R/O 

F Fs Fed R/o F.sii ... .1 *
! ;t

Misplaced Modifier 1 AFIT: - MM W. Mod Error
IJD: MM MM MM M.M. Mod j 1{

, Illogical Verbal I AFIT: Dang Mod Dg Dangi ModII ' I i!
DM4 Dang DM

Moditier UD: D1M DM DM D1M £M iiII + ii
Canra Splice I AFIT: CS CS CS C.S. CS

iUD: Spiice R/O CS CS R/O .-.
II CS C.S. CS CS iiii I. I

Subject-Verb ! AFIT: S-V S/V Agr S/V Agr
Agreement UD: S/V Agr S-V Agr S-V I S/V
___________ IS/V Agr S/V Agr S-V Agr:

Parallelism AFIT: // Par // Parallelism I
UD: Ii Para! ii //ism l / i

Parallel i II
Others AFIT: Subordination Sub Active Voice av

i iWord Choice wcIiI Ii
!! UD: Delete Insert
II Wrong Word ww Spelling sp i
iI ! Punctuation p Word Choice wc

Usage Usage Possession Poss
ii Ii

Note: Not all respondents had abbreviations for every category. 1!
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PART IV. OTHR COH 4ET4S AND SUGGESTIONS

Thank you very nuch for your participation in this survey. The
knowledge that you and other experts supply will greatly benefit future
students who are learning gramatical concepts. Please return this
questionnaire in the attached envelope to

Capt Frank Jones

AFIT/LSG
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6583
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Appendix C: Grammar Lesson Program Screens

This appendix contains the screens from the latest version of the

Grammar Lesson program. It includes the enhancements to the tutorial

added as a result of the field test, as discussed in Chapter 3.

The program consists of an introduction screen, a selection

screen, seven instruction screens, and 137 lesson screens. In the CAI

version of th@ tutorial, the key words (the hypertext links) appear in

yellow text, while normal text appears white. In this paper version of

the tutorial, each hypertext link is identifiable by a bracketed nutmer

immediately following it. The number in brackets is the screen nunber

to which the key word is linked. In the CAI tutorial, this link is

transparent to the user, since the program automatically finds the

linked screen when a key word is selected.

THE GR i4AR LESSON
Version 1.2

Written By:

FRANK E. JONES, Capt, USAF
AFIT/GIR/91-D

July 1991

Press <Enter> to continue.

INTRODUCTION SCREEN
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PLEASE MAKE A SELECTION.

Instructions
The Gramr Lesson

Quit

HELP
tI to mve highlight

<Enter> to select highlight

SELECTION SCREE

(1] INSTRUCTIONS (NEXT)[21

1. This lesson erploys a concept known as '"hypertext." To move
fran screen to screen, you will "select" key words fran the
current screen. (The key words appear in yellow.) To select one
of these key words, you will use the arrow keys to move the
highlight bar to the word and press <Enter>.

2. To bring yourself back to a previous screen after you have
selected a key word, press the <Pg Up> key.

3. To return to the Main Menu fram anywhere, press the <Home> key.

4. When a new screen appears, the highlight bar is positioned on the
"dot" in the upper left-hand corner. If the word "(NEXT)" appears
in the upper right-hand corner, it neans that there is a
"follow-on" screen to the current screen. You should always
select "(NEXT)" after you are finished with the current page.

To continue, move the highlight bar to "(NEXT)" and press <Enter>.

INSTRUCTIONS: Screen 1
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.(2] INSTRUCTIONS (cont.) (NEXT)I7]

(This is the second screen of instructions. Notice that the
highlight bar is once again positioned on the dot.)

5. The key words on a screen may appear in a menu formt:

113] - Selection One
2(4] - Selection Two
3[5] - Selection Three

or they may appear within a sentence:

This is an example of a key word[6] that appears within a
sentence.

6. Use the arrow keys to move the highlight bar around this page.
Try selecting sane of the key words.

Select "(NEXT)" when you are ready to continue.

INSTRUCTIONS: Screen 2

SELECTION ONE

You selected "" fran the sample menu.

Press <Pg Up>.

INSTRUCTIONS: Screen 3
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SEEMCTION MW

You selected "2" fran the sample menu.

Press <Pg Up>.

INSTRUCTIONS: Screen 4

SELECTION THE

You selected "3" fran the sarrple menu.

Press <Pg Up>.

INSTRUCTIONS: Screen 5
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E WORD

You selected the saple "word" in the sentence.

Press <Pg Up>.

INSTRUCTIONS: Screen 6

INSTRUCTIONS (cont.)

7. Notice that, on this page, there is no highlight bar. That neans
this page has no key words to select.

8. When a screen has no key words, you should use the <Pg Up> key

to return to the previous screen.

9. When you are ready to quit the lesson, press the <Esc> key.

10. If you are unsure of what keys to use, look to the bottan of the
screen, where the keys are listed.

11. Press <Esc> if you are finished with these instructions
or

Press <Pg Up> to return to the previous screen
or

Press <Home> to return to the first screen.

INSTRUCTIONS: Screen 7
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F . (1)MAN MENU

!Move the highlight to the area you would like to review and press
;<Enter>. To return to this screen from anywhere in the lessog,
press <Home>.

NOTE: If you are reviewing this lesson for the first time, you shouldl
begin with the introduction and follow the remaining sequence.
Use the Quick rndex to junM immediately to a specific area.

0(139] - QUICK INDEX OF KEY CONCEPTS

I 1(2] - INTRODUCTION

2[4] - THE FUNCTIONS IN GRAMMAR

I 3132] - THE BUILDING ELEMENTS IN GRAMMAR

4[.L.23] - THE SENTENCE

LESSON: Screen 1

[2] INTRODUCTION (NXT)(3]j

When we conuni17ate with each other, we try to do so in a
,language that we both have in camon. One measure of the
effectiveness of communication is the extent to which writers convey
the exact meaning of what they are trying to say. One way to ensure
that this exactness is conveyed is to structure our use of the
language so that it adheres to certain rules about the language that
meet the expectations of the reader. Such a system of rules about I
ianguage is known as its "gramnar."

The rules of grammar describe how words and groups of words
should be linked together to form sentences, so that we are able to
communicate our thoughts to each other.

This grammar lesson is designed to help you come to a better
understanding of how sentences can be written so that they are as
effective as possible. This lesson will help you recognize the two
basic teatures of the English granmar--functions and building
elements--and how they work together to form sentences.

LESSON: Screen 2
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In Eglish, there are five functions that words and groups of
words can perform within a sentence. Words or groups of words can

1) name things
2) show action or existence of things
3) change, qualify, or rename things
4) connect words or groups of words
5) add filler to groups of words

These five functions of English grammar can be performed by any of the
building elements in the language. The building elements are

1) words
2) phrases
3) clauses

This lesson %ill discuss the five functions and the three building
elements. It will then show how sentences are formed by combining
the building elements.

To return to the Main Menu, Press <Home>.

LESSON: Screen 3

[4] FUNCTIONS

The five functions that words and groups of words can perform are:

1[51 - Naming things
2[111] - Showing action or existence of things
3(17] - Changing, qualifying, or renaming things
4[24] - Conecting words or groups of words
5(28] - Adding filler to grours of words

This section will describe each of these functions and present
examples of them. You should review the examples to see how the
functions are performed within them.

To review a function, select it from the list above.

To retur- to the MAIN MENIU, press <Home>.

LESSON: Screen 4
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J (5] FUNCTION: 1Haming Things (NT)[6]

The naming function can be p'erforred a word or by groups of words.
To decide whether or not a word or group of words is performing this
function, ask yourself what" or "who?"

In the following examples, single words or groups of words that
perfom the naing function are underlined. As you read each exarple,
see how the underlined words name things.

1. Pilots fly.

Who flies? -> pilots

2. Pilots fly airplanes.

Fly what? -> airplmes

LESSON: Screen 5

.[6) FUNCTION: Naring Things (cont.) (NEXT)[7]

3. Riding is a good form of exercise,

What is a good form of exercise? -> riding

4. Riding a bicycle is a good form of exercise.

What is a good form of exercise? -> riding a bicycle

5. To ride a bicycle is good for you.

What is good for you? -> to ride a bicycle

LESSON: Screen 6
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.J7] UN MCT : Naming Things (cant. (NEXT)[8]

6. Riding a bicycle is good exercise.

Riding a bicycle is good what? -> exercise

7. The test was easy.

What was easy? -> test

8. We knew that the test was easy.

Who knew? -> we

LESSON: Screen 7

J(8] FUNCTION: Naming Things (cont.) (NEXT)[9J

9. We knew that the test was easy.

Knew what? -> that the test was easy

10. We knew that the test was easy.

What was easy? -> the test

11. That the test was easy was obvious from the many perfect scores.

What was obvious? -> that the test was easy

LESSON: Screen 8
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.[9] FUNCION: Nming Things (cont.) (NEXT)[10]

12. Ckly the selection panel knows who was selected chairperson.

Knows what? -> who ws selected chairperson

LESSON: Screen 9

[ FUNCTION: Naming Things
REVIEW

1 - The ftmction of naming things can be performed by individual words
or by groups of word-.

2 - One way to decide if a word or group of words is performing this
ftmction is to ask the question "Who?" or "What?"

To returr to the FUNCTIONS MENU, press <Pg Up> six times.

LESSON: Screen 10
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.[11] 1UMMION: Showing Action or Condition/State (NET)[12]

Individual words or groups of words can be used to show action by or
to named things or can be used to show the condition or state
existence of named things.

To identify a word or group of words that shows action, ask questions
like: Does what? Did what? Had done what? Will do what? Is what?
Was what? Had been what? Will be what?

To identify a word or group of words that shows existence, ask
yourself if it gives existence or describes the state or condition of
a naming element.

In the following examples, individual words and groups of words that
show action or existence art underlined. Review each exaMle and ask
yourself the questions showu to see how the underlined words or groups
of words show action or existence.

LF4: Screen 11

.12] FUNCTICN: Showing Action/Condition/State (cont.) (NEXT)[131

1. Pilots fly.

Pilots do -,,et? -> fly

2. The pilot flew the airplane.

The pilot did what? -> flew

3. The pilot is flying the airplane.

The pilot is what? -> is flying

LESSON: Screen 12
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.J13] MJMTICt: Showing Action/Conditicn/State (cont.) (NnT)[14]

4. The pilot has flown over 100 different airplanes.

The pilot has done what? -> has flown

5. The students entered the classroom.

The students did what? -> entered

6. The students are entering the classroom.

The students are what? -> are entering

LESSON: Screen 13

.14] FUJCTION: Showing Action/Condition/State (cont.) (NET)[15]

7. The students had entered the classroa early today.

The students had done what? -> had entered

8. The students will be leaving school eaely today.

The students will be what? -> will be leaving

9. The students were very enthusiastic at Coday's assebly.

Condition or state? -> were

LESSON: Screen 14
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J(15] F!JNC K: Showing Action/Condition/Statc (cont.) (NEr)(16]

10. The classroom seemed unusually cold this morning.

Condition or state? -> seemed

U. The audience grew restless in spite of their patience.

Condition or state? -> grew

12. The audience remained standing throughout the performance.

Condition or state? -> remained

LESSON: Screen 15

FUNCTION: Showing Action/Condition/State
REVIEW

1 - Individual words or groups of words can be used to show action
that is performed by or received by named things, or they can be
used to show existence of named things.

2 - To determine if a word or group of words is performing this
function, ask the following kinds of questions:

Does what? Did what? Had done what? Will do what? Is what?
Was what? Had been what? Will be what?

To return to the FUNCTIONS MENU, press <Pg Up> six times.

LESSON: Screen 16
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. 17] RUC TIKo : 0im ging, Qualifying, or R a ing (N )[18 1i

Individual words or groups of words can be used to chnge,
qualify, or rame other words or grous of words. This fuction is
called the 'modifying" function.

Modifiers can be identified by asking any of the following questions:

Where? Why? How? When? How may? Which one? What kind?.

In the following exmles, individual words or groups of words that
change, qualify, or romm other words or groups of words are
underlined. As you read each exaple, see how the underlined
modifiers answer the questions shown.

LESSON: Screen 17

.J18] FLUNSC: Modifying (cot.) (NUT)[19]

1. The deer entered the pasture.

(No modifiers)

NOTE: In this lesscn, the articles[74] (a, an, the) are classified
as "fillers" rather than modifiers.

2. The young deer entered the pasture.

Which deer? -> the YoNG deer

3. The young deer entered the beautiful pasture.

Which pasture? -> the DENMIFUL pasture

L SSON: Screen 18
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.[19] FUNTION: Modifying (cont.) (NEM)[20]

4. The young deer cautiously entered the beautiful pasture.

How? -> cautiously

5. The young deer entered the beautiful pasture slowly.

How -> slowly

6. The professor teaches econiacs.

(No modifiers)

J20] FUNCTION: Modifying (cont.) (rEXT)[213

7. Our professor teaches econamics.

Which professor? -> OUR professor

8. Our favorite professor teaches econmics.

Which of our professors? our FAVORITE professor

9. The professor that we think is best teaches economics.

Which professor? -> the professor THAT WE THINK IS BEST

LESSON: Screen 20
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.J211 FuNMCr : Modifying (cont.) (NEXT)[22]

10. The professor that teaches econidcs has arrived.

Which professor? -> the professor THAT TEKHES ECONOMICS

U. Our professor, Dr. Johnson, teaches three courses.

Which professor? -> Dr. Johnson

12. The professor teaches three courses.

How many courses? -> three

LESSON: Screen 21

.E22] FUNCTION: Modifying (cont.) (NEXT)[23]

13. The professor teaches the course whenever her schedule allows.

When? -> whenever her schedule allows

14. We arrived early because we wanted to get good seats.

Why? -> because we wanted to get good seats

15. We arrived early to get good seats.

Why? -> to get good seats

LESSON: Screen 22
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FUN1 ICT: Modifying
REVIE

1 - Individual words or groups of words can be used to change,
qualify, or rename other words or groups of words.

2 - Words or groups of words that perform this function are called
modifiers.

3 - Modifiers can be identified by asking questions like:

Where? Why? How? When? How tihy? Which one? What kind?

To return to the FUNCTIONS MENU, press <Pg Up> six times.

LESSON: Screen 23

J24] FL*CTION: Connecting Words or Groups of Words (NEXT)[25]

Individual words or groups of words can be-used to connect other
words or groups of words. Through this connection, they signal a
relationship between the things that they connect.

In the following examples, individual words or groups of words
that connect other words or groups of words are underlined. As you
read each exanple, see how the connections are nade and how the
connections say somfething about the relationship between the connected
words.

1. Pilots and co-pilots fly airplanes.

2. Pilots can fly airplanes or helicopters.

3. The students will have a review today and take the test tomrrow.

LESSON: Screen 24
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.25] RIJNICT : Connecting (cont.) (NIET)[26]

4. You may take that course either this quarter or next quarter.

5. I enjoyed that class so I m taking its follow-on course.

6. We can take this course after we have taken its prerequisite.

7. We took the test today rather than waiting until tomorrow.

8. The lecture was not only entertaining but also informative.

9. John is a full-time student, and he works full time.

LESSON: Screen 25

.J26] FU TION: Connecting (cont.) (NEXT)[27]

10. We reviewed our notes while we waited for the professor.

11. While we waited for the professor, we reviewed our notes.

12. The lightbulb in the kitchen needs to be replaced.

13. They live in the house on the corner.

14. He gave the first-place trophy to the winners.

15. The students entered the auditorium before the guest speaker.

LESSON: Screen 26
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RIUCTION: Connecting
REVIE4

1 - Individual words or groups of words can be used to connect other
words or groups of words.

2 - When the connection is made, it says sonething about the
relationship between the things joined.

To return to the FUNCTIONS MENU, press <Pg Up> four times.

LESSON: Screen 27

.28] FUNCTION: Adding Filler (NEXT)[29]

If a word or group of words does not perform any of the other four
fumcticns (naming, showing action/existence, modifying, or
connecting), then it is a "filler."

Fillers can be used for several purposes as the following examples
show. In each example, the filler word or group of words is
underlined. As you read each example, see how the fillers fail to
perform any of the other four functions mentioned above.

1. Ouch--that hurt!

This filler is used to show emotion.

LESSON: Screen 28
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.J29] FUNCTION: Adding Filler (cont.) (NEXT)[30]

2. Oh my! I wish I would have remembered my notebook.

This filler is also used to show emotion.

3. The book was very interesting.

This filler signals that a naming element will follow.

4. Dr Johnson is away at a scheduling conference.

This filler signals that a naming element will follow.

LESSON: Screen 29

.30] FUNCTION: Adding Filler (cant.) (NEXT)[31]

5. There are several students in the classrcai.

This filler is necessary as a place-holder because of the
order of the other words. It can be avoided by rearranging the
other words:

"Several students are in the classroom."

6. It is important to follow directions.

This filler is a place-holder. It can be avoided by rearranging
the other words:

"To follow directions is important."

LESSM: Screen 30
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IUNCIC4: Adding Filler
REVIE4

1 - Somtimes words or groups of words do not name things, show action

or existence of things, modify things, or connect things.

2 - These words or groups of words are fillers. Fillers can

-- show emotion,

-- signal that a nuning thing follows, or

-- serve as place-holders.

To return to the FUNCTIONS MENU, press <Pg Up> four tims.

LESSC: Screen 31

[32] BUILDING ELEMET (NEXT)[33]

The first part of this lesson described the five functions that words
or groups of words can perform. These five functions are:

1 - Naming things
2 - Showing action/existence of things
3 - Changing, qualifying, or renaming things
4 - Connect words or groups of words
5 - Add filler to groups of words

In this part of the lesson, we will look more closely at the words and
groups of words that perform these five functions. We will call them
the "building elemnts" of English graimnr.

The Suilding elements in Eglish are:

1 - Words
2 - Phrases
3 - Clauses

LESSON: Screen 32
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.[33] BUILDING ELENEWS (cont.) (NEV)[34]

1) A WORD is a symbol that represents a concept or idea.

EXAMPLES: desk, Sarah, Dayton, small, happy, in, but, the

2) PHRASES are the next larger building element. A phrase has the
following characteristics:

1 - It contains more than one word.

2 - It performs a single function within a larger structure.

3 - If it contains boti a naming element and an action/existence
element, they do not operate in a subject/verb[98]
relationship.

EXA1LES . in the hallway
are going
exercising three times a week
to get our attention
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J(34] BUILDING ELMORS (cont.) (NEXT)[35]

3) CLAUSES are the next larger building element. If a group of words
DOES contain a naming element and an action/existence element t!at
operate in subject/verb[98] relationship, it is a clause.

EXAPLES: pilots fly
the students will graduate next month
when the test is completed
the book that I borrowed from the library
although we knew the material
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E(35] BI zJING ELEMT MENU

The remainder of this section will cover each of the building elements
in more detail. Select the element you would like to review from the
list below.

1[36] - WORDS
2[77] - PHRAS
3[97] - CLUSES

After you are familiar with the thre. building elemnts of grammar and
how they perform the five functions of gramar, you should return to
the MAIN NENU and select Item 4 - Tt: SENTICE. That section will
show you how the building elements vxe put together for effective
coummication.

To return to the MAIN MENU, prcess <Pg Up> four times.
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J(36] BUILDING ELEIMM: WORDS

The most basic unit in language is the word. A word is a symbol that
represents a concept or idea. In effective cmamuication, it is
important that we select the right word for the concept or idea that
we are trying to identify. Words perform each of the five functia~s
of English gramrar. Words can:

1[37] - name things
2(51] - show action or existence of named things
3[60] - change, qualify, or rename things
4[68] - connect words or groups of words
5[73] - add filler to groups of words

To review how words are used to perform each functions, select its
number from the list above.

To return to the Elements Menu, press <Pg Up>.
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.J37] WORDS: Naming Function (NEXT)[38]

Words can function as the names of people, places, things, or ideas.
There are three properties of words that perform the naming function:

1140] - Person
2(41] - Number
3[42] - Gender

The naming function can be performed by three types of words:

- Nouns
- Pronouns
- Gerunds

NOUNS are words that are used to give actual names to things

EU4PIES: table, student, Dayton, thunder, leadership

For more detailed infonation on nouns, select here -> NCUS[43]
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.38] WODS: Naming Function (NEXT)[39]

PRONOUNS are words that take the place of nouns. The noun that is
replaced by a pronoun is called the pronoun's NTE ET. (The
antecedent should normally precede the pronoun so the reader can
more easily identify what noun has been replaced.

EXAMPLES OF ATECEDENTS AND PRONOUNS:

John -> he
Susan-> she

(the writer) -> I
(the reader) -> you

John and Susan -> they
book -> it

JOHN'S book -> HIS book
SUSAN'S book -> book

For more detailed information on pronouns select here -> PRONONS[4
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WORDS: Ndaing Function (cant.)

GERNDS fall into a special category of naming words. Gerunds appear
as if they are actin-showing words, but are used to name concepts or
ideas. In the following examples, notice how the word appearing alone
seems to show actim, but within a group of words, it performs the
naming function.

ALONE WITHIN A GROUP OF WORDS

Smoking Smking is unhealthy.
(What is? -> smoking)

Running Running is a healthy fom of exercise.
(What is? -> running)

Broiled Broiled is a good way to eat steak.
(What is? -> broiled)

To return to the WORDS MEU, press <Pg Up> three times.
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PROPERTIES OF NMING WORDS: Person

PERSON refers to the relationship among the writer, the reader, and
other named things in a group of words:

a) First person: the writer(s)
Examples: I, me, we, us

b) Second person: the reader(s)
Example: you

c) Third person: things written about
Examples: he, she, it, they, desk

Press <Pg Up>
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PROPETIES OF NAMING WORDS: Number

HBER refers to the number of things nmed:

a) Singular: Indicates ome person or thing
Examples: I, you, desk

b) Plural: Indicates more than one person or thing
Examples: we, you, they, students, books

c) Collective: Singular words that represent groups of things
Examples: family, class, comimittee

Press <Pg Up>
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PROPERTIES OF NAMING WORDS: Gender

GEND refers to the sex of the named thing(s):

a) Masculine: person or animal of the male sex
Examples: man, boy, rooster, bull, he

b) Feminine: person or animal of the female sex
Examples: woman, girl, hen, cow, she

c) cmoon: a thing that is named without indicating its sex
Examples: child, dog, saneone

d) Neuter. a thing that is neither wale nor female
Examples: book, table, leadership, thunder

Press <Pg Up>
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WORDS: NM4ING FUNCTIC -- NOUNS

Nouns can be further broken down into the following categories:

aMM NOUN: general people, places, or things
EUMPLm: student, textbook, city, autonobile

PROPER NOUN: specific people, places, or things
E PNES: Bill, Dr. Johnson, Dayton, American, Chrysler

O4IPND NOUN: two or more words that function together as a
single unit and are treated as a single word

ECM4PLES: mother-in-law, Air Force, University of Dayton,
Hudson River

COLLECTIVE NOW: singular words that represent groups of things
EMPLES: family, class, council, cawmittee

Press <Pg Up>
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.[44] WORDS: NPMXNG FUNCTION -- PRONOUNS (NEXT)[45]

Pronouns can be further broken down into several categories:

PESONAL FRctOUx: replaces a noma that navies the writer, reader,
or other thing written about. The noun replaced is
called the pronom's ANTECEDT. In English, the
personal pronouns are:

SINGULAR PLURAL
FIRST PESO: I we

(me, my) (us, ours)

SECOND PESON: you you
(you, yours) (you, yours)

THIRD PESON: he, she, it they
(him, her, (them, theirs)
his, hers,
it, its)
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.J451P]V (cont.) (= [6

DEMa-StW'TIVE IROM: points out its antecedent

In English there are four denmnstrative pronouns:

SINGILAR: this -> This is "w book.
that -> That is my book.

PLURAL: these -> These are my books.
those -> Those are aw books.

(NOTE: These four words can also be used as adjectives[60]).
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.[46] P6" "m (cant.) (E(T)[47]

INWINITE PRONOUN: refers to nonspecific things:

SINGULR: each, none, same, all, cne, either, neither, anyone,
everyo, siWo., anybody, everybody, smebody,
nobody, anything, everything, snething, nothing

PLURAL: none, both, few, sane, several, nmy, all

NOE: There is a difference between the singular and plural
uses of the words NONE, SCOE, and ALL. For things
that are uncoutable quantities (soup, sand, pie) use
a singular verb. For things masured in NUN, use
a plural verb.

None (sane, all) of the pie was eaten.

None (sane, all) of the students were absent.
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.J47] P eOUNS (cont.) (N=)[48]

POSSESSIVE PRONOUN: shows possession

SINGULAR
first person: mine -> The book is mine.

second person: yours -> The book is yours.
third person: his -> The book is his.

hers -> The book is hers.
PLURAL

first person: ours -> The book is ours.
second person: yours -> The book is yours.
third person: theirs -> The book is theirs.
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J(48] PRONOUNS (cont.) (NEXT)[49]

RELEXIVE PRO : refers to the subject[98] of a group of words and
receives the action of the subject. These are words that end in
"self" (singular) or "selves" (plural).

I taught nself to juggle.
They congratulated themselves on their victory.

INTENSIVE PRONOUN: emphasizes the identity of a naming elemnt. The
intensive pronoun serves as an appositive[62]. These words also end
in "self" (singular) or "selves" (plural).

EXAMPLES:

You should do the work yourself.
We did the, work ourselves.
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.J49] PRhNOUNS (cont.) (NET)[50]

RECIPROCL PRONOUN: refers to individual parts of a plural antecedent
The reciprocal pronoums are:

each other -> They exchanged notes with each other.
one another -> Students should help one another.

RELATIVE
PRONOUN: introduce nounclauses[114] and adjectiveclauses[117]

EVWPLES: that -> The team that wins will get the prize.
who (whon) -> Who will win is a foregone conclusion.

whose -> The student whose name is called will answer.

INTEROQTIVE PRONOUN: introduce a question

EANWPLU: what -> What did the professor say?
who -> Who submitted the purchase order?
wham -> John asked, V= sijall wp call?"
which -> Which class are you taking;
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PRNOUNS (cont.)

NUMERAL PRONOUN: replaces an antecedent with its number

EL"S:

(The professor gave the students the test results.)

One received a perfect score.

Two were above average.

The professor assigned failing grades to four.

Press <Pg Up> seven ties.
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.E51] WORDS: SMCING ACTION OR CONDITION/STATE (NEXT) E521

Words that are used to show action or condition/state of named thing
are called VERBS.

Verbs that show action are called ACTION VERBS.

EUh PLES: students STUDY
pilots FLY
donkeys KICK

Verbs that show condition/state are called LINKING VOBS. Words that
are camonly. used as linking verbs include be, feel, seem, appear,
grow, become, and remain.

EXAMPLES: they APPEAR anxious
we FEL prepared for the test

The distinction between action verbs and linking verbs will be
discussed further in the section on clauses[103].
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.[52] WRDS: VERBS (cont.) (NXT)[53]

The appropriate verb form to use for a particular action or existence
depends on three properties: tense, person, and nunber. Here are
descriptions and examples of each of these properties.

TENSE refers to the time of the action or existence. We will discuss
six tenses in English grammar.

SIMPLE TENSES show the relation of the tiMe of the action/
existence to the time that the thought is communicated.

Present Tense: the action/existence occurs at the same time as it
is camimicated ("we finish')

Past Tense: the action/existence occurs prior to the
comimication ("we finished")

Future Tense: the action/existence occurs after the
commnication ("we will finish")
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.[53] WORDS: VERBS (cont.) (NUT)[54]

PERFC TENSES select one of three points in time as a point of
reference and show that the action/condition occurred prior to
that time.

Present Perfect Tense: the point of reference is the present time
("we have finished")

Past Perfect Tense: the point of reference. is in the past
("we had finished before yesterday")

Future Perfect Tense: the point of reference is in the future
("we will have finished by tomrrow")
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.[54J WORDS: VERBS (cont.) (NEXT)C55]

The PERSON and NMBER of a verb nust =atch the person and number of
the thing(s) acting/existing, as described in the section on
properties[37] of naming words.

WRONG -RIGHT

they is present they are present

he run every day he runs every day

they seems happy they seem happy
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.[55] WORDS: VERBS (cont.) (NEXT)(56]

The fundmntal form of a every verb is its infinitive. The
infinitive is always a two-word structure: the word "to" plus the
basic verb word. This basic verb word is called the basic infinitive
form.

EXAMPLES: to be to study to eat to take to give

The following exairles will conjugate (show the various form of) the
verb 'TO JUMP."
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J(56] VERB TENSES (NEXT)[57]

The PRESENT TENSE is normally formed by using the basic infinitive
form of the verb. In THIRD PERSON SINGULAR, an "3" is added to the
basic infinitive fom.

SINGULAR PLURAL

1st Person I jump we juMp
2nd Person you jump you jump
3rd Person he/she/it jumps they jump

The PAST TENSE of most verbs is formed by adding "ed", "d", or "t" to
the basic infinitive form of the verb. A few verbs form the past
tense by changing an internal vowel (run -- > ran). If you are unsure
of the proper past tense of a verb, refer to a dictionary.

1st Person I jumped we jumped
2nd Person you jtped you jumped
3rd Person he/she/it jumped they jumped
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.E57va TIS (cont.) (NWT)E58I

The FUTURE TENSE is formed by preceding the basic infinitive form of
the verb with the word "ill."

SINCULAR PLURAL
1st Person I will jump we wili jump
2nd Person you wi 11 jump you wi1l jump
3rd Person he/she/it will jump they will jump

The E SE is normally formed by preceding the past
tense form of the verb with "have." In THIRD PESON SINULAR, the
past tense form is preceded by the word '"as."

1st Person I have jumped we have jumped
2nd Person you have jumped you have jumped
3rd Person he/she/it has jumped they have jumped
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E(58] VERB TESES (cont.) (NEXT)C59]

The PAST PUIWr TESE is formed by preceding the past tense form of
the verb with the word "had."

SINGULAR PLURAL
1st Person I had jumped we had jumped
2nd Person you had jumped you had'jumped -

3rd Person he/she/it had jumped they had jumped

The FUTURE PERFCT TES is formed by preceding the past tense form of
the verb with the words "will have."

1st Person I will have jumped we will have jumped
2nd Person you will have jumped you will have jumped
3rd Person he/she/it will have jumped they will have jumped
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WORDS: VERBS (Cont.)

Conjugating verbs in mglish is often ccuplex because many verbs
have irregular forms. For further details about verbs and verb
conjugation, you should refer to the front of a dictionary or to a
writer's handbook.

To return to the WCRDS MI, press <Pg Up> nine times.
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.J60- WORDS: MODIFYING (, XT)[61]

Words that are used to change, qualify, or remame things are called
modifiers.

1. A word that modifies a naming element is called an ADJE( IVE[63].
Adjectives are recognizable because they answer the questions:

Which one? What kind? How many?

EXAMPLES: the YOUNG deer (Which deer? -> young)
BLUERR pie (What kind? -> blueberry)
THREE books (How niny? -> three)

For more detailed information about adjectives, select the word
"adjective" above.
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.[61] WORD: MODIFING (cont.) (N=CT)[621

2. A word that modifies anything other than a naming element is
called an ADVERB[661. Adverbs are often recognizable because they
answer the questianmi: How? When? Where? Why?

EXAMPLES: ran QUIOLY (How? -> quickly)
SILEILY approached (How? -> silently)

Adverbs are often formed by adding "-ly" to adjectives:

The LOUD student answered the question. (adjective)
The student answered the question LOUDLY. (adverb)

There is a special form of adverb called a conjunctive adverb.
This concept will be discussed in the section on sentences[126].

For more detailed information about adverbs, select the word
"adverb" above.
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WORDS: M)DIFYING (cont.)

3. A special category of modifier is the APPOSITIVE. An appositive
is a word that immediately follows something performing a naming
function and renames the same thing. An appositive is normally
set off by cmmas.

EKR14PLES: My good friend, Joha, is coming to visit.

Our first class, biology, was cancelled.

To return to the WORDS MENU, press <Pg Up> three timts.

If you jumped here from Intensive Pronouns, press <Pg Up> only once.)
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J63] (MM"Er)64]

There are several categories of adjectives:

D SCRIPTIVE ADJ IVE: used to show quality or intensity

EUMPLES: the BRIQIT light
the MM classrom

PI PE ADJECTIVE: formed from proper nouns

ENGMPLES: the AMDICAN flag
their ACHLLES heel

DDCN0IM TIVE ADJECIVE: used to point out particular things.
In Mglish, there are four demnstrative adjectives:

this that these those

EXAMPLES: this book, that book, these books, those books
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J64] TIVES (cmt.) "N()[65]

INTERIOGRTIVE ADJECTIVE: used to introduce a question about a
named thing. In English there are three interrogative
adjectives:

what, which, whose

EXMPLES: WHAT course are you taking?
WHICH professor teaches it?
WHOSE books are those?

MU4TAL ADJECIVE: indicates number or numerical order. They are

Nuiber: one, two, three, four, etc
Numeric order: first, second, third, fourth, etc

EXAMPL: one book, two students, three professors
first arrival, second period, third base
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ADJECT'IVS (Cant.)

INUINITE ADJECTlVE: indicates nang elements in a general way
but does not definitely identify than. Indefinite
adjectives include:

each every neither mch any some
both few several may all no

EUMIPES: Many students attended the study session.

The professor advised several students to attend.

Press <Pg Up> three time.
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J(66] AJDIV S (NW)[67]

An adverb can modify anything other than a naming element. (Naming

elements are modified by adjectives.)

Adverbs often answer the questions: How, when, where, or why?

EM4PLES: she answered slowly
------ (modifies the verb "answered")

the very loud noise
(modifies the adjective "loud")

I studied yesterday
(modifies the verb "studied")

they clinbed down
(modifies the verb clirbed)
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WDS (cant.)

MRE UMrPLES:

a rather plain meal
- (modifies the adjective "plain")

he sang very well (modifies the adverb "well")

they shouted rather loudly

("loudly" modifies "shouted")
("rather" modifies "loudly")

Adverbs that answer the question why" form a special group called
adverb claumes[120]. These will be discmsed in the clause section.

Press <Page Up> twice.
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.[68] WOMS: COtN rE'O MMcI (MMT)[69]

Sam words act as connectors between other words or groups of words.

I - one type of contecting word is the COORDINATING CONJUNCTION.
A coordinating ccnjction connects two or more of the
building elements of the same structure. In English, there
are seven coordinating conjunctions:

and but for nor or so yet

EXhtL: John OR Susan
over the river AND through the woods
the students nor their instructors
I wanted to buy the car, BUT I could not..
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.J69] WRDS: OMMWPING P!NCTIC (cont.) (N=X)[70]

2 - Sometimes the elements connected by a coordinating
conjunction are preceded by another word, for example:

EITM John OR Susan
BO7H over the river AND through the woods
NEI7= the students NOR their instructors

These pairs of connecting words are known as ORELATIVE'
CJUNCTIcS.
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J70] WORDS: Carmecting Function (cant.) (1e4t)[71]

3 - A special group of connectors are called preposit.icns. A
preposition connects a naming element to a group of words in
such a way that it shows a relationship (such as place or
time) between the naming element and the group of words.

EMN4PL: the lamp -> the table
The lamp C the table

("On" is a preposition that shows the relatinuhip
between "the lamp" and "the table.")

I drove my car -> the bridge.
I drove my car ACROSS the bridge.

("Across" is a preposition that shows the relatitmship
between "drove my car" and "the bridge.")

For a list of ccmim prepositions, select here -> Pw.WOSITK'ON[72]
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WarDS: OtNEM ING 1UNCHIo (cnt.)

4 - A fourth type of connecting word is called a SUBDCDINTING(106]
OtfJNCaTION. This will be discussed in the section an clauses.

5 - A fifth type of connecting word is called a CMUCrIVE[126]
ADVB. This will be discussed in the sectian an sentences.

To return to the WORM MENU, press <Pg Up> four times.
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COMM PREPOSITICKS

Here is a list of common prepositions:

about before during near util
above behind except of up
across below excluding an UP
after beneath following over via
against beside from since with
along between in through within
amid beyond including to without
among by inside toward
at despite into under
as down like underneath

NUMO: In rare cases, a prepositian may consist of more than one
word (in spite of, because of, due to)

Pres <Pg up>.
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WO1RS: FILLER 1WU X U

Four of the functiens that words can perform are:

1 - nmindg things
2 - showing action or existence
3 - Modifying (changing, qualifying, or reaming)
4 - connecting words or groups of words

Som words do not perform any of these functions. he function of
these words is to provide "filler" to groups of words. There are
three types of such filler words:

1[74] - WCE
2[75] - E LIs
3[76] - xmu OMnNS

To review each of these filler words, select it from the list above.

To return to the WMD MW, press <Pg Up>.
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1W6: FILLt 1UMl KC -- Article.

In Eglish, nouns [43] are often preceded by small words that signal
to the reader that a noun is to follow. There are three words in
English that perform this filler function:

a an the

ECFLES: A book AN easel THE professor
A student NI automobile THE classroom

The articles "a" and "an" are called indefinite articles because they
do not identify a specific noun. The article "te" is called a
definite article because it does identify a specific noun.

(NOTE: The articles are soetimes labelled adjectives[60]
because they qualify the nouns that follow them.)

Press <Pg Up>.
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WORDS: FILLR FNCTIN -- Expletives

Sometimes words are used as filler in thoughts or ideas that contain
the existence fuction. These words, called EMlE''IVES, are like
pronowus since they are used to introduce sentences. But unlike a
pronoun, an expletive disappears if the words are placed in a
different order. Two words are often used to perform this function:
"it" and "there."

EVAM : a. It is necessary to pass this class.

R ned: To pass this class is necessary.

b. There are several students in this class.

Rearranged: Several students are in this class.

Press <Pg Up>.
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WORDS: FILLR FIJNCTION -- Interjections

Some words are used to convey surprise or other emotions. Words that
perform this filler function are called INTEJECTIONS. If used
alone, interjections are usually followed by-an.exclamation point.
If joined with other words, they are usually set off with a comm.

EXAMPLES: Oh, did you say something to me?

Ouch! I hit ny thumb with the hanmer!

Well, that explains things.

(NOTE: Interjections are not normally used in expository writing.)

Press <Pg Up>.
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.[77] BIILDING ELENMNTs: RASES (NEXT)78]

Words by themselves are basic building elements in language. But
words are seldom used alone. The next larger building element in
language is the PHRASE.

A phrase has the following characteristics:

1 - It contains more than one word.
2 - It perform a single function within a larger structure.
3 - If it contains both a naming element and an action/existence

elaimnt, they do not operate in a subject/verb[98]
relationship.

EAPLES: in the hallway
are going
exercising three times a week
to get our attention
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J(78] BUILDING ELEIuRrS: PHRASES (cont.)

A phrase can perform any of the five fumctions of graumar:

1[79] - Naming things
2[84] - Showing action or existence
3[86] - Modifying (Changing, qualifying, or renaming)
4[95] - Connecting words or groups of words
5[96] - Adding filler

To review each function of phrases, select it from the list above.

To return to the BUILDING ELEDETS MENU, press <Pg Up> twice.
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PHRASES: NAMING FUNCTION

A phrase perform the naming function if it answers the questions:

"Who?" or "What?"

There are two types of phrases that coimuly perform this function:

1[80] - GEUND PHRASE
2[82] - INFINITIVE PHRASE

To review each of these naming functions of phrases, select it from
the list above.

To return to the PHRASES MM, press <Pg Up>.
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.80] PHRASES: NAMING FUNCTI -- Gerund Phrase (NEXT)[81]

A GRUND PHRASE consists of a GERUND[39] and any of its objects or
modifiers. The object of a gerund is the word or words that receive
the "action" of the gerund in the phrase.

EXMLES:,

a. Walking y-ur dog will keep both of you healthy.

G UND + OBJECT = GEUND PHRASE

(What keeps you both healthy? -> walking your dog)

b. Proofreading your work helps you prevent errors.

GEUND + OBJECT = GERUND PHRASE

(What helps prevent errors? -> proofreading your work)
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easeD PHASUs (cat.)

MORE EXAMPLES:

c. Exercising three times a week will help your heart.

GERND + MODIFIER = GEKW PHRASE

(What helps your heart? -> exercising three times a week)

d. One way to get their attention is speaking softly.

GERM + MODIFIER = GJND PHRASE

(What will get their attention? -> speaking softly)

Press <Pg Up> twice.
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.J82] PHRASES: NMING FUNCTION -- Infinitive Phrase (NEXT)J83]

Another type of phrase that perform the naming function is the
INFINITIVE PHRASE. The infinitive phrase consists of an
infinitive[55] and its objects or modifiers. The object of an
infinitive is the word or words that receive the "action" of the
infinitive.

EXAMPLES:

a. To publish their book was their biggest ambitim.

INFINITIVE + OBJECT = INFINITIVE PHRASE

(What was their ambition? -> to publish their book)
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INFINITIVE PHRASES (cnt.)

MORE EXMLES:

b. They encouraged the fans to cheer enthusiastically.

INFINITIVE + MODIFIE = INFINITIVE PHRASE

(What did they encourage? -> to cheer enthusiastically)

c. To learn their lessons campletely is their goal.

INFINITIVE + OBJET + MODIFIER = INFINITIVE PHRASE

(What is their goal? -> to learn their lessons completely)

Press <Pg Up> twice.
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J84] PHRASES: SHOWING ACTION/OONDITION/STATE (NEXT) [85]

The second function that phrases can perform is to show action or

existence of named things.

The phrases that perform this function are called VEB PHRASES.

In some verb tenses[52], the action ftst be shown by more than one
word. In these cases, a verb phrase is used. Note that in each verb
phrase, there are two parts:

1 - A form of the verb TO BE or the verb TO HAVE.

2 - Another word ending in either "-ing" or "-ed" (or a non-
regular equivalent). The "-ing" word is called a PRESENT
PARTICIPLE. The "-ed" word is called a PAST PARTICIPLE.
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PHRASES: SiONING ACrON/CONDITICtf/STATE (cont.)

ECAMPLES:

a. We are taking the final examination next week.

b. By the end of the day, we had purchased everything we wanted.

c. When he takes the examination, he will have studied for days.

d. The manager has been seeking a raise for several mnths.

e. The ball was kicked by the punter.

To return to the PHRASES MNU, press <Pg Up> twice.
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PHRASES: MODIFYING FUNCTIC

When building elements perform the modifying function, they change,
qualify, or rename a word or group of words. The following types of
phrases can be used to perform the modifying function:

1[87] - PARTICIPIAL PHRASE
2[90] - PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE
3[92] - INFINITIVE PHRASE
4[94] - APPOSITIVE PHRASE

To review each of these modifying functions of phrases, select it from
the list above.

To return to the PHRASE MENU, press <Pg Up>.
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.J87] PHRASES: MODIFNG NNCIOm -- Participial Phrase (NEXT)[88]

A PARTICIPIAL PHRASE functions like an adjective[60]. It modifies a
naming element. It consists of a participle[84] and any objects or
modifiers of the participle. The object of a participle is the word
or words that receive the "action" of the participle.

a. The students taking calculus will have a quiz today.

PARTICIPLE + OBJECT

(PARTICIPIAL PHRASE modifying "students")

b. The tattered page, torn from its book, was blown away.

PARTICIPLE + MODIFIER
(PARTICIPIAL HORASE modifying "page")
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J88] PARTICIPIAL PHRASES (cont.) (NEXT)[89]

c. Clearing her throat, she caught our attention.

PARTICIPLE + OBJECT
(PARTICIPIAL PHRASE modifying "she")

d. Slowly entering the auditorium, he captivated the audience.

MODIFIER + PARTICIPLE + OBJECT
(PARTICIPIAL PHRASE modifying "he")
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PARTICIPIAL RmASES (cent.)

A special type of participial phrase is the ABSOLUTE PHRASE, which
modifies an entire thought or idea. It cumsists of a nnring element,
a verb participle without a elpingverb[84], and any modifiers.

E HPLES:

a. The dog welccmed us hcne, its tail wagging eagerly.

NAMING ELEMNT + PARTICIPLE + MODIFIE = ABSOLUTE PHRASE

b. The movie having ended late, we went straight hcue.

NAMING ELE?4T + PARTICIPLE + MODIFIER = ABSOITE PHRASE

c. The students cheering loudly, the graduation ceremony ended.

NWING ELEMNT + PARTICIPLE + MODIFIE = ABSOLUTE PHRASE

Press <Pg Up> three times.
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.[90] PHRASES: MODIFYING FUNCTION -- Prepositional Phrase (NEXT)[91]

A PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE functions either like an adjective (modifying a
naming element) or like an adverb (modifying an action/existence
element). It consists of a preposition and any ojwcts and modifiers
of the object.

KNPLES:

a. The laip on the table is broken.

(like an adjective, since it modifies the word "lamp")

b. The cars raced down the street.

(like an adverb, since it modifies the word "raced")
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PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES (cant.)

NOTE: The object of a preposition may itself be modified by
another prepositional phrase.

c. They lived in the house on the corner.

("on the corner is like an adjective, modifying the word

("in the house on the corner is like an adverb modifying
the word "lived")

Press <Pg Up> twice.
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.J92] PHRASES: MODIFYING FUNCTION -- Infinitive Phrase (NEXT)[93]

An INFINITIVE PHRASE can act either like an adjective (modifying a
naming element) or like an adverb (modifying an action/ existence
element). A infinitive phrase consists of an infinitive[55] and any
objects and modifiers.

EXLES:

a. He made every effort to influence his students.

INFINITIVE + OBJECT =INFINITIVE PHRASE
(like an adjective modifying the word "effort")

b. They knew this was their last chance to ask questions.

INFINITIVE + OBJEC = INFINITIVE PHRASE
(like an adjective modifying the word "chance")
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INFINITIVE PHRASE (cont.)

c. They waved to get our attention.

INFINITIVE + OBJECT = INFINITIVE PHRASE
(like an adverb modifying the word "waved")

d. They studied every night to prepare properly for the test.
INFINITIVE + MODIFIER + MODIFIER = INFINITIVE PHRASE

(like an adverb modifying the word "reviewed")

Press <Pg Up> twice.
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PHRASES: MODIFYING FUNCTION -- Appositive Phrase

An APPOSITIVE PHRASE is a group of words performing a naming function
that immediately follows something else performing a naming function
and renames the same thing. An appositive phrase is normally set off
by cammas.

EXAMPLES:

a. Dr. Williams, our favorite professor, will retire next year.

b. They recmnmended the house specialty, spaghetti and meatballs.

c. The exercise, running in place, was very strenuous.

Press <Pg Up>.
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PHIRASES: XUNIAECING FUJNCTION

Phrases can be used to correct words or groups of words together,
signalling the relationship between the connected eleents.

1 - The CORRELATIVE-CtsJUN CTIONS[69] are sumetimes referred to as
phrases because they cam in pairs.

2 - Phrases can also serve as SJBCRDINATING CON3UNCTICtS[106]. These
will be discussed in the lesson on clauses.

To return to the PHRAS NU, press <Pg Up>.
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PHRASES: ADING FILT

Like words, phrases can be used to convey surprise or other emotions.
These phrases are called INTEJ ICUS. If used alone, interjections
are usually followed by an exclamation point. If joined with other
words, they are usually set off by a comm.

a. Good grief! Why did we do that?

b. Oh my, what a great movie that was!

(NOTE: Interjections are not normally used in expository writing.)

To return to the PHRASES HMJ, press <Pg Up>.
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.[97 BUIWING mnS: CLAUSS (NEXT)[98)

The first two building elements of grmmar are words[36] and
phrases[77]. In the previous sections, we have reviewed these two
elemnts and shown how they perform the five functions of grumer:

1 - Naming things
2 - Showing action or existence
3 - Modifying (Changing, qualifying, or renaing)
4 - Connecting words or groups of words
5 - Adding filler

The goal of comunication is to convey complete thoughts or ideas.
Words and phrases alone are unable to do this. To convey a complete
thought or idea, we must have the final building element:

SB CLAUSE.
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.[(9] BUILDING ELMr : CLAUSES (cont.) (NEXT)[99]

A clause is a'group of words that requires two things:

1 - A nmLng element, which is the thing about which we are
trying to communicate something. In a clause, this is called
the SUJBCr. Any building element that performs a naming
function can serve as a subject..

2 - An element that gives action or existence to the subject.
This is the clause's VERB. The verb nay be either a word
or a phrase.

All clauses will contain both a subject and a verb. They nay also
contain elements performing any of the other functions, including
other naming elements, modifiers, connectors, and fillers, but to be a
clause, they mist contain, as a minimum, one subject and one verb.
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.B99] s.JWI ELDIMITs: CLAUSES (cot.) (NT)[100]

Review the following groups of words and see which are clauses and
which are not:

a. pilots fly

subject + verb => CLAUSE

b. pilots fly airplanes

subject + verb => CLAUSE

c. pilots often fly airplanes

subject + verb => CLAUSE
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.[100] BUILDING EL T: CLAUSES (cont.)" (NEXTI)[101]

d. many pilots often fly airplanes every day

subject + verb x> CLAUSE

e. although .pilots fly airplanes

subject + verb => CLAUSE

f. pilots flying airplanes

subject + participle => NOT A CLAUSE (participle is not a verb)

g. athletes are healthy

subject + verb => CLAUSE
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.[1o] BUILING ELMNS: CLAUSES (cont.) (NsE)[102]

h. many athletes are healthy

subject + verb => as=

i. even though many athletes are healthy

subject + verb => AUSE

j. athletes who are healthy

subject + verb => AUSE

k. the healthy athletes an the skiing team

no verb => NY A CLJSE
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.[102] BUILDING EMIETS: CLAUSES (cant.) (NEf')[103]

1. the students finished their examination early

subject + verb => CAUSE

m. because the students finished their examination early

subject + verb => CLUSE

n. the students finishing their examination early

subject + participle => NOT A CIASE (participle is not a verb)

LESScN: Scree,- .1.02
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.J103] BUIwINo KD4ITS: CLAUSES (cont.) (NCM)[1o4]

As you can see from the preceding examples, clauses cam in many
form. Regardless of ite form, every clause contains a subject and a
verb. If we look at all clauses, we find that their subjects and
verbs fall into one of three possible patterns:

i.r108] - SUBJECT + vIRB
("pilots fly")

2[109] - SUBJECT + VEB + OBJECT
("pilots fly airplanes")

3[112] - SUBJECW + LINWKTNG VEB + COMLDEM4T
("pilots are courageous")
("pilots are the heroes")

You my review each of these patterns by selecting its number above.

Each pattern contains at least the elements listed. They may also
contain modifiers and filler elements, but these are not part of the
basic pattern. They are "free" and do not change the basic pattern.
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.J104] BxLDING ELEMETS: CLAUSES (cant.) (NW )[105]

Thus far in this section, we have looked at quite a few clauses. We
have learned that all clauses contain both a subject and a verb. But
not all clauses convey ccplete thoughts. Consider the following two
exanples:

a. the committee held a meeting

b. after the comittee held a meeting

Both of these are clauses; both contain the sam subject (committee)
and the same verb (held). But only the first one coveys a ccimplete
thought. Something about Examle B keeps it fran conveying a complete
thought.

Press <Pg Up> several times and re-read the preceding exanples and
notice which clauses convey complete thoughts and which clauses do
not.
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.[o105 BUILING ELOGNTS: CLAUSES (ccnt.) (NEX)[1o6]

If a clause conveys a ccnplete thought, it is called an INDEPENDENT
CLASE. Each of the three subject/verb patterns can produce an
independent clause:

1 - "pilots fly"
2 - "pilots fly airplanes"
3 - "pilots are courageous"

Each of these examples conveys a conplete thought. But see what
happens when certain other eleents are added to them:

1 - "if pilots fly"
2 - "while pilots fly airplanes"
3 - "because pilots are courageous"

These examples are still clauses, but they no longer convey comfplete
thoughts.
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.[106] BUILDING ELMENTS: CLAUSES (cont.) (NEXT)[107,

1 - "if pilots fly"
2 - "while pilots fly airplanes"
3 - "because pilots are courageous"

Each of these now contains a connector that takes away the
ccnpleteness of the thought. In other words, these connectors make
the clause subordinate to some other clause in order to complete the
thought. These connectors are called SUBORDINATING (INJUNCTIONS.

If a clause does not convey a comlete thought by itself, it is called
a SUBORDINATE CLAUSE (or a DEPENDENT CLAUSE, since it depends on some
other claue to ccmplete the thought). When the inconplete thoughts
have been connected to independent clauses, the result is a new
ccnplete thought.

1 - "if pilots fly" . . . "they are happy"
2 - "while pilots fly airplanes" . . . "they are doing their jobs"
3 - "because pilots are courageous" . . . "they often becone heroes"
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3ILDING EMiTS: CLAUSES (cant.)

A subordinate clause is a building element, just like a word or a
phrase. It can perform one of the following fumtions of granar:

1[114] - Naming function: A Noun Clause
2[115] - Modifying function: An Adjective Clause
3[116] - Modifying function: An Adverb Clause

For a description of each of these functions of a subordinate clause,
select its number from the list above.

This concludes the discussion of the final building element:

THE CLAUSE

Press <Hame> to return to the MAIN MENU.
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SUBJECT + VERB

This pattern is: "Something did something." More formally, the
pattern is:

SUBJECT +V B (plus any modifiers and/or fillers)

EXAMPLES: pilots fly

although pilots often fly

while pilots are flying

Note that even though modifiers and fillers are sprinkled into the
clause, the pattern remains the same.

Press <Pg Up>.
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.[109] SUBJEC + VERB + OBJECT (NET)[110]

This pattern is: "Something did something to something else. "
(The "something else" is called the object.) This pattern is:

SUBJECT + VERB + OBJE (plus any modifiers and/or fillers)

EXAMPLES: pilots fly airplanes

although pilots often fly their airplanes

the students studied their notes carefully

since the students had studied their notes carefully
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J[110 SUBJECT + VERB + OBJECT (cont.) (NEXT)[111]

Note that even though modifiers and fillers are sprinkled into the

clauses, the pattern remains the same.

Consider this clause: the professor handed the book to me

subject verb object

This type of clause will often be restructured as follows:

the professor handed me the book

subject verb object

The clause still follows the same pattern, but the prepositional
phrase "to me" has been repositioned and shortened to "me" by itself.
Note that the action is still received by "the book," which thus
remains the object. Since "me" is no longer part of a prepositional
phrase, it takes a new name, the INDIRECT OBJECT.
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SJBJECT + VERB + OBJECT (cont.)

To test for an indirect object, see if it can be moved after the verb
and follow either "to" or "for." Review the following examples:

a. she wrote her senator a letter
------------ (indirect object)

she wrote a letter to her senator
---------------- (prepositional phrase)

b. he tossed the tailback the ball
------------- (indirect object)

he tossed the ball to the tailback
----------------- (prepositional phrase)

c. they bought the speaker a gift
------------- (indirect object)

they bought a gift for the speaker
----------------- (prep phrase)

Press <Pg Up> three times.
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.112] SUBJECT + LINKING VERB + COPLEMNT (NEXT)113]

This pattern is: "Something is something."

The pattern consists of a subject and a condition/state verb,
followed either a naming element or a modifier. If a naming
element follows, it is called a NON CO ENT. If a modifier
follows, it is called an ADJECTIVE C4PLMENT. The pattern is:

SUBJECT + LINKING VERB + COMPLEEN0T (plus any modifiers or fillers)

EXAMLES:

a. the car is blue

S .+ LV + ADJECTIVE C4PLEMERT

b. the car is a Buick

S + LV + ADJECTIVE C4PLEMET
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SUBJECT + LINKING VERB + COPLEMENT

c. although the car remained a latkn

S + LV + NOUN (X4PLE4NT

d. his car, a Buick, was expensive

S + LV + ADJECTIVE COMPLE4ENT

e. if the car had been a Buick

S + LV + NON ADJECTIVE C4PL34ENT

Note that even though modifiers and fillers are sprinkled into the
clauses, the pattern remains the same.

Press <Pg Up> twice.
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.[114] SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Naming Element (NEXT)(115]
THE NON CLAUSE

Subordinate clauses function as building elements, just like words and
phrases do. One function that subordinate clauses can perform is the
naming function. Subordinate clauses that perform this function are
called NCN CLAUSES.

Noun clauses, like all subordinate clauses, usually begin with words
that make them dependent by taking away the completeness of the
thought. Common subordinating conjunctions are:

what who that when why which

Noun clauses are used just like any other naming element within
another clause. They can serve as subjects of other clauses, objects,
and conplements.
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.[1151 SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Naming Element (NEXT) [116)
THE NOUN CLAUSE (cont.)

In each of the following examples, note that each underlined element

is a subordinate clause and that it serves as a naming element.

EXAMPLES:

a. what we say in class is protected by academic freedom

(subject of another, independent clause)

b. the coach knows who will be the starting quarterback

(object of the verb "knows")

c. our hope is that everyone will pass this examination

(noun complement)
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SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Naming Element
THE NOUN CLAUSE (cont.)

d. the professor assured me that my answer was correct

(object of the v- ,"assured")

e. when the class is rescheduled will depend on the teacher

(subject of a clause)

f. the students chose which course was their favorite

(object ot the verb"chose")

jSNMARY: A subordinate clause can serve as a naming element within
lanother clause. This type of clause is called a NOUN CLAUSE.

Press <Pg Up> three times.
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. [117] SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Modifier of Naming Elements (NEXT)
THE ADJECTIVE CLAUSE [118

Subordinate clauses function as building elements, just like words and
phrases do. One function that subordinate clauses can perform is to
modify naming elements. Subordinate clauses that perform this
function are called ADJECTIVE CLAUSES. An adjective clause performs
as a single element just like an adjective[6n].

An adjective clause, like all subordinate clauses, usually begeLs with
a word that make the clause dependent by taking away the completeness
of the thought. Cmon subordinating conjunctions are:

who that which whose
what when where whom
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.[118] SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Modifier of Naming Elements (NEXT)
THE ADJ IVE CLAUSE (cont.) [119]

In each of the following examples, note that each underlined element

is a subordinate clause and that it perform like an adjective.

EXAMPLES:

a. the course that Dr. Jones teaches is interesting

(modifies "course")

b. my advisor is the professor whose office was just remodeled

(modifies "professor")

c. the speaker whom we just heard is fran the mayor's office

(modifies "speaker")
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SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Modifier of Naming Elements
THE ADJECTIVE CLAUSE (cont.)

d. The books which I just bought were very expensive.

(modifies "books")

e. The reason why the payment was late is given in my letter.

(modifies "reason")

SUKARY: A subordinate clause can serve as a modifier of a naming
element. This type of subordinate clause acts like an adjective and
is called an ADJETIVE CLAUSE.

Press <Pg Up> three times.
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J120] SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Modifier of Verbs and Adverbs (NEXT)
THE ADVERB CLAUSE (121]

Subordinate clauses function as building elements, just like words and
phrases do. One function that subordinate clauses can perform is to
modify elements other than naming elements. Subordinate clauses that
perform this function are called ADVERB CLAUSES. An adverb clause
performs as a single element just like an adverb[61].

Adverb clauses usually answer one of these questions:

How? When? Why? Under what conditions?

In each of the following examples, note that each underlined element
is a subordinate clause and that -it performs like an adverb.
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.[121] SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Modifier of Verbs and Adverbs (NEXT)

THE ADVERB CLAUSE (cont.) [122]

EXAMPLES:

a. before the class ended, we were able to ask questions

(When?)

b. they won the game because they were the most prepared

(Why?)

c. if the water continues to rise, we must evacuate

(Under what conditions?)

d. since we were late for the movie, we decided to go home

(Why?)
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SUBORDINATE CLAUSE: As a Modifier of Verbs and Adverbs

THE ADVERB CLAUSE (cont.)

e. he shortened his speech so that we could ask questions.

(Why?)

f. they lost the game even though they were the better team

(Under what condition?)

g. he is so tall that his head hits the ceiling

(How tall?)

SUMARY: Some subordinate clauses modify elements other than naming
elements. This type of subordinate clause is called an ADVEB CLAUSE.

Press <Pg Up> three times.
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.[123] SETN E (NEX") [124]

In the first two sections of this lesson, we looked at the five basic
functions performed by grammatical elements and the three building
elements that can perform those functions. The next step is to join
these concepts to form sentences:

(NOTE: To review either of these areas, select it below.)

BUILDING ELEM[ETS35] FUNCTIONs[4]

naming
words showing action/
phrases >. existence > SENTEN CES
clauses / modifying /

connecting /
adding filler

A SENTENCE is a gram tical unit that calmmicates one complete
thought. The minimum requirement for a sentence is one
independentclause(105.
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.124] SENTENCES (cnt.) (NEXT)[125]

An independent clause is a building element that conveys a ccmplete
thought. To convert it to a sentence, capitalize the first .letter of
the clause and put a period at the end of it. See how each of the
four clause patterns can become a sentence:

INDEPENDETr CLAUSE: pilots fly

SENTENCE: Pilots fly.

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE: pilots fly airplanes

SENTENCE: Pilots fly airplanes.

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE: pilots are courageous

SENTECE: Pilots are courageous.
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.(125] SENTENCES (cant.) (NEXT)[126]

Sentences of this type, consisting of only one independent clause,
are called SIMPLE SETECES. Other types of sentences may contain
more than one clause. There are four sentence types that can be
formed from clauses:

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
SENTENCE TYPE INDEPENNT CLAUSES SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

Simple[129] one none
Co*aound[131] two or more none
Coplex[133] one one or more
Capound-Complex[137] two or more one or more

For discussion about each type of sentence, select it from the list
above.
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.[126] SENTENCES (cant.) (NEXT)[128]

Two connectors that join clauses are the coordinating..conjunction(68]
and the subordinating conjunction[106]. Another connector is the
CONJUNCTIVE ADVERB. When conjunctive adverbs are used, the clauses
must either be combined as. a compound sentence (or compound-complex),
or be written as two separate sentences. Conjunctive adverbs include:

accordingly also anyway as a result
besides consequently finally furthermore
hence however incidently indeed
instead likewise meanwhile moreover
nevertheless nonetheless now otherwise
still suddenly then therefore
thus

The conjunctive adverbs should not be confused with subordinating
conjunctions which cause a clause to became a subordinate clause. A
clause that contains a conjunctive adverb remains an independent
clause. Select here for examples of proper usage -> EXMPLES[127].
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EXAPLES OF PROPER USAGE OF CONJUNCTIVE ADVERBS

a. Thus, the results of the experiment appeared valid.

b. The lecture seemed to last forever; finally, it ended.

c. The students were late for class. Consequently, they

missed some inportant information.

d. The student decided, however, to spend the weekend studying.

e. Suddenly, flames leaped from the scientist's beaker.

Press <Pg Up>.
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SERYTECES (cont.)

This concludes the section on sentences.

To return to the MAIN MENU, press <Home>.
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.[129] SNTNCE TIPES: The Simple Sentence (1NEXT)[130]

A SIMPLE SENTECE contains only one it clause and no
subordinate clauses. The independent clause may include modifiers
and fillers. Do not be confused by words and phrases that perform
these functions.

a. The professor spoke very clearly.

subject verb

b. The students studied their notes in preparation for the test.

subject verb object
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SENTNC TYPES: The Simple Sentence (cont.)

c. This classroon is always the coldest roan in the building.

subject linking noun
verb ccuplement

d. Everyone cast his or her vote in the election.

subject verb object

e. Both students and teachers were pleased with the results.

subject linking adjective
verb ccplement

Press <Pg Up> twice.
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.J131] SENTENCE TYPES: The Cacuround Sentences (NE(T)[132]

A OI4POUND SENTENCE contains two or more independent clauses, but no
subordinate clauses. The independent clauses are usually joitaed by a
coma and coordinatingconjnction[68]. Remiber, in English there
are seven coordinating conjunctions:

and but for' nor or so yet

In special cases the independent clauses can be joined by a semicolon,
a dash, or a colon.

EXAPLES:

a. The long winter finally ended, and the flowers began to bloctit.
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SENTENCE TYPES: The Ccmpound Sentence (cont.)

b. During halftine, the fans visited the concession stand, the teams

rested, and the coaches developed a plan for the second half.

c. The quarter has ended; however, we still nust take the final exam.

d. The audience gasped--the trapeze artist had nearly fallen!

e. We wanted to visit the museum, but we did not have enough time.

Press <Pg Up> twice.
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.J133] SENTECE TYPES: The Complex Sentence (NEXT)[134]

A COMPLEX SENTCE consists of one independent clause and one or more
subordinate clause.

Like a simple sentence, a comrplex sentence consists of one independent
clause, following one of the three patterns[103] of clauses that we
have discussed:

SUBJECT + VERB (+ ANY MODIFIERS)

SUBJECT + VERB + OBJECT (+ ANY MODIFIERS)

SUBJECT + LINKING VERB + CCHPLEMENT (+ ANY MODIFIERS)

Unlike a sinple sentence, though, in a corMlex sentence, at least one
of the building elements in the sentence is a subordinate clause. A
noun clause can serve as subject or object. An adjective clause or an
adverb clause can serve as a modifier.
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.[1341 SETENCE TYPES: The Ccvplex Sentence (cant.) (NEXT)[135]

EKLES:

(NOTE: When a subordinate clause precedes an independent
clause, a comma normally separates them.)

a. They asked questions when the professor had finished the lecture.

S + V + OBJECT + MODIFIER (adverb clause)

b. After the performance has started, patrons my not enter

MODIFIER (adverb clause) + SUBJECT + VERB

the auditorium, even if they have reserved seats.

+ OBJECT + MODIFIER (adverb clause)
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J(135J SENTENCE TYPES: The Ccn'plex Sentence (cont.) (NEC'r)(136]

c. We knew that the examidnation would not be very difficult.

S +V + OBJECT (noun clause)

d. The car that you purchased arrived yesterday.

SUJC + MODIFIR + VE + M'OIFIER.
(adjective clause)

e. Even though we had studied, we were concerned about the test.

MOgDIFIER + S + V + ADJECTIVE + MODIFIER

(adverb clause) CCPL.EmmT

LESSON: Screen 135

J(136] SEN4TEN4CE TYPES: Ccnplex Sentences (cant.)

f. Our truck, which was just painted, has a new scratch on the door.

SUBECT1 + MODIFIER + V + OBJECT + MODIFIER
(adjective clause)

g. They are the students who were elected to the student council.

S + LV + NOUN + MODIFIER
(X)4PLDEENT (adjective clause)

h. We told the professor that our project would be conpleted today.

S + V + INDIRECT + OBJECT
OBJECT(11O] (noun clause)

Press <Pg Up four timfes.

LESSON: Screen 136
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.[137] SENTENCE TYPES: The Conqound-Ccn'plex Sentence (NEXlT)[138]

The ccarpound-complex sentence is potentially the most complicated of
all sentence structures:

1 - It is similar to a ccmpoundsentence[131] because it mist
have at least two independent clauses.

2 - It is similar to a ccmplexsentence[133]] because "somewhere in
the structure there will be at least one subordinate clause.

EXMPLES:

a. Although the students were prepared for the test, they found it
very difficult, and they asked the professor for more time to
complete it.

(SUBORDINATE CLAUSE + INDEPENDENT CLAUSE + INDEPENDENT CLAUSE)

LESSON: Screen 137

SF'TNCE TYPES: The Ccapound-Ccaplex Sentence (cont.)

b. The runners exchanged words of encouragement before the race

began; after the race ended, they were too tired to speak.

(INDEPE NDT CLAUSE + SUBORDINATE CLAUSE + INDEPENDENT CLAUSE)

c. Since there were no more questions, the professor dismissed us,
and I went to the library.

(SUBORDINATE CLAUSE + INDEPENDEIT CLAUSE + INDEPEDET CLAUSE)

d. I disagree with some of his views; however, I will vote for him
if he decides to run for office.next year.

(INDEPEIDENT CLAUSE + INDEPEIDENT CLAUSE + SUBORDINATE CLAUSE)

Press <Pg Up> twice.

LESSON: Screen 138
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.J139] QUICK INDEX OF KEY CNCEPTS

1160] - Adjective 19(76] - Interjection
2161] - Adverb 20[37] - Noun
3[62] - Appositive 21(87] - Participial Phrase
4[94] - Appositive Phrase 22[70] - Preposition
5[74) - Article 23[90] - Prepositional Phrase
6[97] - Clause 24[38] - Pronoun
7(115] - Clause, Adjective 25(123] - Sentence
8(116) - Clause, Adverb a[133] - Conplex
9[105] - Clause, Independent b[131] - Comxpound

10(114] - Clause, Noun c[137] - Compound-Complex
11[106] - Clause, Subordinate d[129] - Simple
12[103] - Clause Patterns 26[98) - Subject/Verb
13(68) - Coordinating Conjunction 27(106] - Subordinating
14(75] - Expletive Conjunction
15(39] - Gerund 28(51] - Verb
16(803 - Gerund Phrase 29[84] - Verb Phrase
17(82) - Infinitive Phrase (Naming) 30[56) - Verb Tenses
18[92) - Infinitive Phrase (Modifying)

1ESSON: Screen 139
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Appendix D: The Grammar Lesson Program Code in Turbo Pascal

1. The following code is the main program for the Grammar Lesson:

program GRAMMAR; (This is the main program for the Grammar Lesson}

uses crt, fastttt5, menuttt5,winttt5, modht;(
This program uses units fron Technojock's Turbo Toolkit (tin), which is a
collection of Turbo Pascal procedures and functions from Technojock
Software, Inc. It will be referred herein as TIT.

MOD_HT is a modification of the hypertext program by Richard Gessner in
"Building a Hypertext System," Dr. Dobb's Journal, 15(6):22-33 (Sep 90).I
var main_menu : menu_record; ( menu_record is the structure for menus)

tut_menu : menurecord; { from TTT
choice : integer;
ch : integer;
error : integer;

procedure intro; {This is the introduction screen)
begin

offcursor;
fbox(1,1, 80,25, yellow,blue, 2);
writecenter(8,yellow,blue, 'THE GRAMMAR LESSON');
writecenter(9,yellow,blue, 'Version 1.2');
box(29,7,50,10,yellow,blue,1);
writecenter(13,yellow,blue, 'Written By:');
writecenter(15,yellow,blue,'FRANK E. JONES, Capt, USAF');
writecenter(16,yellow,blue, 'AFIT/GIR/91-D');
writecenter(17,yellow,blue, 'July 1991');
writecenter(20,lightred,blue,' Press <Enter> to continue. ');
readln;
fbox(1,1,80,25,yellow,blue,0);

end;

begin (GRAMMAR}

intro;

menu_set(main menu); { This sets up the main menu.}
with mainmenu do

begin
headingl 'PLEASE MAKE A SELECTION.';
colors(l] yellow;
colors[2] := red;
colors(3] := yellow;
colors[4] := blue;
colors(5] := lightblue;
boxtype := 2;
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margins :=15;
allowesc :=false;
addprefix :0;
topic(1J : 'Instructions';
topic[2J : 'The Gramar Lesson';

topic[4J : 'Quit';

totalpicks := 4;
end;

repeat
choice := 1;
fbox(1,1,80,25,yellow,blue,O);
fbox(5,21,75,24, lightblue,blue,2);
Writecenter(21,yellow,blue,' HELP')
Writeat(25,22,yellow,blue,o '+chr(24)+' '+chr(25)+' to move

highlight');
Writeat(25,23,yellow,blue,' <Enter> to select highlight )

displaymenu(MAINXW4, FALSE, CHOICE, EROR); (This displays the menu)
case choice of {and carries out the

1 : begin (choice.
fbox(1,1,80,25,yellow,blue,0);
do..help( 'INSTRLJCT.HYP' ,1,1);

end;
2 : begin

fbox(1,1,80,25,yellow,blue,0);
do~jhelp('LESSO4.HYP',1,1);

clrscr;
end;

4 :begin
fbox(1,1,80,25,yellow,blue,2);
writecenter(13,yellow,blue,'Thank you for using the Grammr

Lesson!');
writecenter(20, lightred,blue, 'Press <Enter>.');
readln;
clrscr;
oncursor;
exit;

end;
end;

until true = false;
end.
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2. The following code is the MODIT program which contains the

hypertext editing and displaying units:

{$V-1 {$F+) {$O+) { Written By: Rick Gessner, 1989. )
{ Modified By: Frank Jones, 1991. )

Unit MODJT;

Interface

PROCEDURE Help_Editor(FileName: String);
PROC Dohelp(FileName: String; GoPage,HomPage: Word);

Inpl ementation

Uses Crt, fastttt5,winttt5;
C0ONST HelpColor : Array[False..true] of Byte =

( blue*16+White, { for normal text)
blue*16+Yellow); { for hot-link text.)
NormalColor : Byte = blue*16+White; (draw screen info.)
BoldColor : Byte = red*16+yellow; { for select bar.)
Header : String[50] 'Grammar Tutor';
MaxLinesPerPage = 20;
MaxLineWidth = 70;
PG1P 'I'; PGDN = 'Q'; UpArrow = 'H'; (Edit keys)
DnArrow = 'P'; LArrow = 'K'; RArrow = 'M;
ESC = #27; HomeKey = 'G'; EndKey = '';
REIVRN = ̂ M;. BkSpc = #8; NULL = #0;
Tab = #9; F2 = '<'; DelKey = 'S';

Type HelpRecord = Record {The main structure for our hypertext files)
HelpLines : Array[1..MaxLinesPerPage] of String[100];
end; {String length MUST be > than MaxLineWidth to store

hot-links! )
Var HeIpRec : HelpRecord;

HelpFile : File of HelpRecord;
Alt,Ctrl,ComundKey : Boolean;

FUNCrION Make..String(Ch : Char; Size : Integer) : String;

Var S: string;
Begin
S[0] := Chr(Size); { Set length byte = SIZE. I
FillChar(S[1,Size,Ch); { Fill the string with chr(CH). }
Make_String:= S; { and return the string as functioni

end; {Make String (value. }

PROCEDURE DrawBox(topx,topy,botx,boty: Byte; Color,Width: byte);

Type BoxPos (TopL,TopR,BotL,BotR,Top,Bot,LSide,RSide);
Var Y : Integer;
Const Boxchar : Array[1..2,TopL..RSide] of char =

(( 'Z','?'.,@','Y','D','D','3','3'), {ASCII chars, single line box I
( 'I','",,'H','<','M','M','".,'"));. {ASCII chars, double line box}
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Begin
TextAttr:=Col or;
If Not (Width in [1,2]) then Width:=1; { Sure width value is or.?

Gotoxy(TopXTopY); ( First, draw the top line of the box ...)
Write(BoxChar[Width,TopLJ+)4akeString(Eoxchar~width, topJ,

BotX-TopX-1)+BoxChar[Width,TopR]);
For Y:=TopY+1 to BotY-1 do

Begin { Second, draw the midddle lines of the box ...)
Gotoxy(TopXlY);
Write(BoxChar[Width, LSideJ ,BoxChar(Width,RSideJ:

BotX-TopX);
end;

GotoXY(ToPX,BotY); { Third, draw the bottom line of the box.)
Write(BoxChar(Width, BotL]Make..String(BoxChar~width, topj,

EotX-TopX-1 )+BoxChar[Width,EotR])
end; {Draw Box)

FUNC'TION ReadjKeyBoard: Char; (Routi ne to get keystrokes fromn user)

Const CtrlMask =$04;
AltMask =$08;

Var KBDFlag :Byte Absolute $0040:$0017;

Begin
Read_KeyBoard: =ReadKey;
CcvwrundKey :=((KBDFlag AND AltMask)<>0) or ((KBDFlag AND
Ctrlmask)<>0);
ALT :=(KBDFlagAND AltMask)<>0; CTRL := (KBDFlag AND CtrlMask)<>O;
If KeyPressed Then

Begin .
ReacL~eyboard := ReadKey; (In case user pressed modified key)
CaniandKey :=True;

end;
end; (ReadjKeyboard)

PROCEDURE Show.jielpLine(X,Y,StartBold,EndBold: Integer; Var Line:
String);

Var 1,J: Integer;

PROCEDURE Write_-Char(Ch: Char);

Begin
If Ord(Ch)>127 then Ch:=Chr(Ord(Ch)-128); {Clear high bit)

If Ord(Ch)>27 then Write(Ch) else Inc(i);
end;

Begin
TextAttr:=HelpColor[False];
Window(X,Y,59,Y); ClrEOL; Window(1,1,80,25); (Prepare for output)
Gotoxy(X,Y); 1:=4;
While I<=Length(Line) do (Do each char in line)

Begin
TextAttr:=HelpColor[Ord(Line(iJ )>128J; (Set proper color)
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If I in [StartBold..EndBold] then TextAttr:=BoldColor;
WriteChar(Line(i]); Inc(i);

end;
end; {Show helpline}

PROCEDURE ShowHelp_.Yage(X,Y: Integer; Var HelpRec: HelpRecord);

Var I: Integer;

Begin
Windo4(X+1,Y+I,X+56,Y+MaxLinesPerPage+l); ClrScr; Window(, ,1,80,25)•
For !:=I to MaxLinesPerPage do

Show He!pLine(X,Y+I,0,0,HelpRec.HelpLines[I]);
end; (Show help page)

FUNCTION DetermineActualLinePos(Var Line: String; LinePos : Integer):
Integer;

Var I,J: Integer; {Convert visual edit colun to char. position,)
Begin (by skipping over embedded hot links. }

I:=0; J:=l;
While (J<=Length(Line)) and (I<>LlnePos) do

Begin
Inc(i); {else Inc(,2);
Inc(3);

end;
DetermineActual_LinePos:=J;

end; {Determine actual line pos}

FUNCTION LinkCount(Var Line: String): Integer;

Var ICount: Integer; ( Returns 2*#nulls in line, used to convert }
Begin ( from actual byte pos. to visual byte pos., }

Count:=0; { during data input. }
For I:= to Length(Line) do
It Line(i]=Null then Inc(Count,2);

LinkCount:=Count;
end; {Link count)

FUNCTION InputHelpPage(X,Y: Byte; Var AHelpRec: HelpRecord): Char;

Var Ch : Char; ( Main editing routine in this system.
PageNxn : Byte; ( It is really just a page-orientet line }
!,J, ( editor that knows how to jump over
LinePos, { two-byte hot-links. NOTE: It you
RealLinePos, ( add editing optlons, take the embedded }
LineNum : Integer;{ hot-links into account!

PROCEDURE DeleteLinkedChar(Var Line: String; LinePos: Integer);
Var IJ: Integer;

Begin
LinePos : =Pred(DetermaneActualLinePos (Line, LinePos));
if Ord(Line(LinePos])>127 then (Were on a linked item)
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begin
I :=LinePos;
While ((Ord(Line[I-1J)>127) and (1>1)) do Dec(i);

J:=LinePos; {Next find end of link)
While ((Ord(Line[j+1J)>127) and (I<Length(Line))) do Inc(J);
Delete(Line,LinePos, (Delete all of item + link if necc.)
1+(2*Ord(J=I)));

end;
end; {Delete linked char)

Begin
Show_ Help..Yage(X,Y,AHelpRec); {Display this page
LinePos:=l; RealLinePos:=1; (Now do a little init stuff.)
LineNum: =1;
With AHelpRec do (Now enter rmin edit loop...)

Repeat
Show...HelpLine(X,Y+LineNun,O ,O ,HelpLines (LineNun]);
Gotoxy(X+LinePos-1 ,Y+LineNzn);
Repeat Ch: =ReadjKeyBoard Until Ch <> Null;
if Cam-andKey then

Case Ch of

.Y If RealLinePos<=Length(HelpLines(LineNm]) then
Begin ( ^Y =Delete to end of line. I
If (RealLinePos~1) then HelpLines(LineNun] :="'
else

Begin
While HelpLines(Li'neNuTI,RealLinePos]<>Nul 1 do

Delete(HelpLines(LineNunJ,RealLinePos, 1);
If HelpLines(LineNum,RealLinePos]=Nu1 1 then

Delete(HelpLines(LineNunJ,RealLinePos+2 ,255)
end;

end;
F2 :Begin { F2 =Add/Rerrove hot-link.)

J:=Real LinePos;
While (j>O) and (HelpLines[LineNtr,jJ<>' ') do

Dec(j);
Inc(j);
If Ord(HelpLines[Linenmz,jJ) in (28. .127] then

Repeat (Now get a valid page # to jtui to ...)I
Gotoxy(3,24); Write('Link Page:')
Readln(PageNun);
Gotoxy(3,24); ClrEOL;
Until (PageNuzwO) and (PageNum'256);
While (HelpLines[LineNun,j]<>' ') and
(j<=Length(HelpLinesCLineNum])) and
(HelpLines[LineNun,jJ<>Nul 1) do

Begin
HelpLines[LineNun, jJ :=hr(Ord(HelpLines[LineNz,jii)+128);
Inc(j);

end;
If Ord(HelpLines[LineNum,J-1]) in (28. .127] then

Delete(HeipLinesCLineNunJ ,J,2) else
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Insert(Null+Chr(Pagetm) ,HelpLines[Line~uznJ ,j
end;

LArrow If RealLinePos>1 then {Move left one line)
Begin

Dec( linePos);
Real LinePos:=

Pred(Determine_Actual_LinePos(HelpLinesLineNuJ, LinePos));
end;

RArrow :If RealLinePos<=Length(HelpLines[Line~iznJ) then
Begin {Move right one line)

Inc(LinePos);
If RealLinePos<Length(HelpLines[Line~mlJ) then

Inc(RealLinePos , lOrd(HelpLines(LineNrn,
RealLinePos+lJ= Null)*2)

else Inc( real LinePos)
end;

DnArrow If LineNum<MaxLinesPerPage then
Begin {Hove down one line.)
Inc(Lineftn);
If LinePos<=Length(HelpLines[LineNizn)) then

RealLinePos: :Pred(Deterine_Actual..Line...Pos(HelpLines(LineNm]J,LinePos))
else

Begin
RealLinePos : Succ(Length(HelpLines (LineNixnj));
LinePos :=RealLinePos-LinkCount(HelpLines(LineNum]);

end;
end;

UpArrow :If LineNtrn>1 then {Move up 1 line.)
Begin

Dec(Linelium);
If LinePos<=Length(HelpLinesLineN=]1) then

RealLinePos : Pred(Determidnet_Actual_LTineL_Pos (HelpLines(Line~hNJ,LinePos))
else

Begin
RealLinePos :=Sicc(Length(HelpLines(LineNunJ));
LinePos:=RealLinePos-Link Count (HelpLines(LineNun]);

end;
end;

HcrneKey Begin {Move to 1 char. in line.)
LinePos : 1;
Real LinePos : LinePos;

end;
EndKey Begin (Move to end of line.)

RealLinePos : Succ(Length(HelpLines(LineNut));
LinePos:=RealLinePos-LinkCount(HelpLines[LineNun]);

end;
DelKey If (RealLinePos<=Length(HelpLines[LineNumiJ)) then

Begin (Delete a character.)
If (HelpLines[Linelim,RealLinePosJ) in C'

then Delete(HelpLines(Lineftnj,RealLinePos, 1) else
DeleteLinked_Char(HelpLinesLineimj,LinePos);

RealLinePos :=Pred(Determine._Actual_L inePos(HelpLines(LineNun],LinePos))
end;
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end else
Case Ch of
Return: If LineNiin<MaxLinesPerPage then (Move down 1 line)

Begin
Inc(LineiNm); LinePos:=l; RealLinePos:=1;

end;
Tab : Begin {Tab right 10O chars.)

- If RealLinePos+10<=Length(HelpLines(Linefwu])+1 then
Inc(RealLinePos, 10) else
Real LinePos : Length(HelpLines(Line4m] )+1;
Linefos :=RealLinefos-Link;Cont (HelpLines [Line~Iui]);

end;
BkSpc If RealLinePos>1 then (Backspace}

Begin
If HelpLines(Line~um,RealLinePos-1J in C' ..)Jthen

Begin
Delete(HelpLines[LineNznj,RealLinePos-1 ,1);
Dec(RealLinePos);
Dec (LinePos)

end else
Begin

Deletet_LinkecLChar(HelpLines[LineNm]lJ,LinePos-1);
Dec(LinePos);

RealLinePos : Pred(DetermidneActual_Ljine_Pos(HelpLines[LineNumj ,LinePos))

end;
end;

~. .. '' :If Length(HelpLines[LineNuxnJ)<MaxLinefidth then
Begin {Insert a valid Ascii char.)
If (ord(HelpLines(LlneNum,RealLinePosJ )>127) and

(RealLinePos<=Length(HelpLines[Linenuu])) then
Ch: =Chr(Ord(Ch)+128);
Insert(Ch,HelpLines(Lineftm]J,RealLinePos);
Inc(Real LinePos);
Inc(LinePos); Ch:=#255;

end;

Until CH in (ESC,PGJp,PgDn]; {ESC=Quit;PcGJp=Prev page;PgDn-Next Page.)
InputjielpPage: :Ch;

end; {Input helppage)
FUNCTION ReadLHelprec(Var AHeipRec: HelpRecord;

Rectm: Integer) :Integer;

Var I :Integer;
Begin

FillChar(AHelprec,Sizeof(Aielprec),0); {$I-) (Hyperdata file read
If FileSize(HelpFile)<RecNum then exit; froutine. Just enough I

Seek(helpfile,RecNui-1); {error checking to be
Read(helpfile,AHelpRec); (considered safe. }
Readj~elpRec: =IOResult; {$I+}

end; (Read heiprec)

FUNMTON WriteHelpRec(Var AHelpRec: HelpRecord;
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RecNn: Integer) :Integer;
Begin {$I-)
Seek(helpfile,RecNum-1); {Hyperdata file write routine.)
Write(helpfile,AHelpRec); ($I+} {This routine contains just}
WriteHelpRec:=IOresult; (enough error checking to be)
end; (Write heiprec) (considered safe.)

FTJCI'ON OpenjHelpFile(Filefame: String): Integer;
Var result: Integer;
Begin

Assign(HelpFile,FileNami); {$I-)- (Opens hyperdata file specified)
Reset(HelpFile); (as "FileNami". If the file )
result:=IOResult; (doesnt exist, then it will be)
If Result=2 then {created.

Begin (Error checking is limidted, but)
ReWrite(HelpFile); (enough to be safe.}
Result:=IOResult;

end;
OpenjiHelpFile: =Result;

end; (open helpfile)

PROCEDU1RE HelpEitor(Fileiame: String);
Var I,HelpRecNu: Integer;
AHelpRec : HelpRecord;
Ch : Char;
Result :Integer;
Begin

Result:=OpenjielpFile(File~ame); (Open the spe cified file.)
If Result=O then (Continue only if no error.)

Begin
TextAttr := Norm~lColor;
HelpRecNu:=1;

*Gotoxy(40-(Length(Header) div 2),3); Writeln(Header);
Gotoxy(4,2); Writeln('File: ',FileNarm);
Repeat

fbox(1,4,73,25, lightbltie,blue,2);
Gotoxy(4,3); Writeln(' Reading ');

* Result: =ReacL.HelpRec(AHelpRec,HelpRecNizn);
Gotoxy(4,3); Writeln('Page: t ,HelpRec~un:3);
Ch:=Input, HelpPage(3, 4,AHelpRec);
Result:=Write_ HelpRec(AHelpRec,HelpRecNun);
Gotoxy(4,3); Writeln(' Writing')
Case Ch of

PgUp :begin
fbox(1,4,73,25,lightblue,blue,2);
If helpRecNi>1 then Dec(HelpRecNz);

end;
PgDn :begin

fbox(1,4,73,25, lightblue,blue,2);
If HelpRecfun < 255 then Inc(HelpReciz);

end;
end;

Until Ch=ESC;
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end else (Report the opening error...)
Writeln('ERROR: ',Result,' opening ',FileName,'. Unable to

continue.');
{$I-) Close(HelpFile); Result:=IOresult; {$I+)

end; (Help editor)

FUNCTION FindjNextLink( Var X,Y: Integer; EndX,EndY: Integer;
Var AHelpRec: HelpRecord): Boolean;
Var OrigX,OrigY,Col, {Recursive -.outine used to find a }

Row,StartCol,StopCol: Integer; (hot-link on the page after the }
Begin {current page position (XY).

FindNext..Link:=False; (First, look fra current pos to end of page.)
For Row:=Y to EndY do

Begin
If Row = Y then if Col = X then exit;
If Row<>Y then StarltCol:=1 else StartCol:=X;

STOPCOL:= LENGTH(AHELPREC.HELPLINES(RcW]);
If AhelpRec.elpLines(Row]<>'' then

For Ccl:=Sta: ""ol to StopCol do
If (AHelpRec.HelpLines[Row,Col ]=Null) then

Begin
FindNext_Link: =True;
X:=Col; Y:=Row;
Exit; (make a quick getaway!)

end;
end;
{ok, search fran top of page to the startpos)
If X+Y>2 then

Begin
Ccl:=l; Row:=I;
If Find_.Next._link(Col,Row,Pred(X),Y,AHelpRec) then

Begin
X:=Col; Y:=Row; Find Next..Link:=true;

end:
end;

end; {find next link}

FUNCTION Find_PrevLink( Var X,Y: Integer; EndX,EndY: Integer;
Var AHelpRec: HelpRecord): Boolean;
Var OrigX,OrigY,Col, {Recursive routine used to find a I

Row,StartCol,StopCol: Integer; (hot-link on the page prey. to the}
Begin {current page pos. (X,Y).
FindrevLink:-False; (First, look from current pos to top of page. }
For Row:=Y downto 1 do

Begin
If Row = Y then if Col = X then exit;
StopCol :"1;
If Row<>Y then StartCol :=Length(AhelpRec.HelpLines[Row])
else StartCol:=X;
If AhelpRec.HelpLines[Row]<>'' then

For Col:=StartCol downto StopCol do
If (AHelpRec.HelpLines(Row,Col]=Null) the.

Begin
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FincLPrevLink: =True;
X:=Col; Y:=Row;
Exit; {make a quick getaway!)

end;
end;
{ok, search from bottom of page to the startpos)
Row: =MaxLinesPerPage;
Col :Length(AHelpRec.HelpLines[Row]);
If FindPrev..link(Col ,Row,Succ(X) ,Y,AHelpRec) then

Begin
X:=Col; Y:=Row; FindPrev_Link:=true;

end
end;

end; {find prey link)

PROCEDURE DoHelp(FileName: String; GoPage,HamePage: Word);
Const XPos = 3;

YPos = 1;
Color : Byte = Black*16+White; {This is hypertext engine. }
MaxStackSize = 50; (This routine used to read }

{and navigate through data I
Tyue StackRec = Record {file, "FILENAME".

Page : Byte; {GoPage is starting
Row, {page to display; HcmePage }
Col : Integer; {is used to specify an main }

{index (or home) page.}
Var Result : Integer; (

Stack : Array[O..MaxStackSize] of StackRec;
AHelpRec: HelpRecord;
Ch • CHar;
StackLvl: Byte;
StartCol: Integer;
Linked,
Load : Boolean;
Count : Integer;

FUNCTION PopStack: Byte; {Pop the top page info (Stack) record}
Begin
If StackLvl>l then

Begin
Dec(StackLvl);
Load: True;

end;
PopStack: =StackLvi;

end; {pop stack)

FJNCTION PushStack(PageNwn: Byte): Byte;
Begin {Push a page info (stack) record.)

Inc(StackLvl);
Stack[StackLvl].Page:-PagNum;
Stack(StackLvl ] .Col :=;"
Stack[StackLvl ].Row:=i;
PushStack:=StackLv;
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end; (push stack)

Begin
of fcursor;
If GoPage=O then GoPage:=1; {Make sure GoPage is valid.)

Result:=OpenjielpFile(FileNamne);
If Result=O then

Begin
Load: =true;
TextAttr :=Color;
box(xpos ,ypos, xpos+72 ,ypos+rnxlinesperpage+2, lightblue,blue, 2);
FillChar(Stack,Sizeof (Stack) ,O);
StackLvl := 0;
If HanePage in [l. .255] then StackLvl:=PushStack(HwlePage);

If (GoPage in (1..2553) and (GoPage<>HcmePage) then
StackLvl :=Push_Stack(3oPage);
GotoXY(XPos+29-(Length(Header) div 2) ,YPos);
Writeln(Header);
Repeat
With Stack[StackLvl] do

Begin
If Load then {System needs new hyperdata file page.)

Begin
Result : Read HeipRec (AHel pRec, Page);

fbox(xpos ,ypos,xpos+72,ypos+maxlinesperpage+2, lightblue,blue, 2);
Show Help~Page(XPos+l ,YPos ,AHelpRec);
If StackLvl>l then

Writeat(10,24,yellow,blue, '<Pg Up> for
previous screen');

Writeat(l0,25,yellow,blue,'<Esc> to end the
lesson');

Writeat(40, 24,yel low,blue,chr(26)+'
'+chr(27)+ t '+chr(24)+' '+chr(25)+' to move highlight');

Writeat(40,25,yellow,blue, '<Enter> to select
highlight');

Linked:=Fin_Next...Link(Col ,Row,80,
MaxLines PerPage, AIel pRec);

Load:=Fal se;
end;
If Linked then {Show the hot-link } do it.)

Begin
StartCol :~Col;
While

ord(AHelprec.HelpLines(Row, StartCol-l ) >127
do Dec(StartCol);

Show...HelpLine(XPos+l ,YPos+Row, StartCol ,Pred(Col),
A~elpRec.HelpLines(Rowl);

end;
Repeat Ch: 2Read KeyBoard until Ch< >Nul 1;

Show _HelpLine(XPos+1,YPos+Row,0 ,0,AHeIlpRec.HelpLinesERow]);
Case Ch of (Now handle navigation...)

RArrow, DnArrow, Tab :Begin
Inc(Col);
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Linked:= FindNext,_Link(Col,Row,80,
MaxLinesPerPage ,AHelpRec);

end;
Return : If Linked then

Begin
Load: =true;
If (StackLvl>1) and

(Stack(StackLvl -1 . Page=
ord(AHelpRec.HelpLines(Row,Col+lJ))

then StackLvl:=Pop_.Stack else
StackLvl ::.Push-.Stack(Ord(AHelpRec.HelpLines

[Row,Col+1J));
end;

LArrow, UpArrow : Begin
Dec(Col);
Linked: :FindPrevjLink(Col ,Row, 1, 1,AHelpRec);
end;

PgUp : StackLvl:=Pop_.Stack;
Hcmekey : Begin

For Count := 1 to StackLvl do
StackLvl := Pop-Ptack;

end;;
end;

Until Ch=ESC;
end else

Writeln('ERROR: ',Result,' opening ',FileName,. Unable
to continue.');

{$I-) Close(HelpFile); result:=IoResult; {$I+)
end; (do help}

Begin {No init code required}
end.
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Appendix E: Program Evaluation Survey and Responses

Thank you for participating in this evaluation of the prototype program,
"The Gramrar Lesson." Your honest feedback and evaluation of the

program will benefit future students attending AFIT. This questionnaire
will allow you to provide feedback in two important areas: program
execution and lesson content. You will also be given a short "sample
quiz" on concepts presented in "The Granmar Lesson" to evaluate the
effectiveness of the program's instruction.

Please place an "X" in the appropriate space to answer each of the
following questions:

PROGRAM EXECUTION

1. When you typed "GRAMAR" from the DOS prcmpt, did the program start?

RESPONSES: Yes: 17

No: 0

2. Did the software ever "crash" while you were using it?

RESPONSES: Yes: 2
No: 17

If "Yes," please describe the circu-mstances:

RESPONSES: Both crashes occurred when the users pressed the cursor
keys while on a screen without highlighted words.

3. Did you have any difficulty making a selection fram the first menu?

RESPONSES: Yes: 0

No: 17

It "Yes," please explain: (No responses)

4, Were you able to distinguish between normal text and key words?

RESPONSES: Yes: 17
No: 0

5. While reviewing the lesson, did you have any difficulty moving the
highlight bar and selecting an option'?

RESPONSES: I found it very confusing: 0
I found it somewhat confusing: 3
I found it not at all confusing: 14
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6. WENTS ABOUT HIGiLI(GITING AND SELECTING:

RESPONSES: Several users found it inconvenient to press <Pg Up>
repeatedly to back up through previous screens. Others
responded favorably to the ease of locating and high-
lighting key words. Several users cammented that they
had no problems with highlighting and selecting.

7. "The Grammar Lesson" uses a hypertext environment. Hypertext is
sometimes criticized because users can lose their sense of where
they are in the program. Did you ever lose your sense of where you
were in this progran?

RESPONSES: Never: 4
Seldcm: 5
Occasionally: 8
Often: 0
Very Often: 0

8. Did you ever have difficulty returning to previous screens?

RESPONSES: Never: 10
Seldom: 5
Occasionally. 2
Often: 0
Very Often: 0

9. COMMENTS CONCERNING PROGRAM EXECUTION:

RESPONSES: Six users suggested that a single keystroke to return
to the main menu would be helpful. One user cormented
that the messages telling the user how many times to
press <Pg Up> were very helpful. Another user cited
the sinplicity and conciseness of program execution.

LESSON CONTENTS

10. Had you ever studied English grammar in terms of functions and
building elements, as presented in this lesson?

RESPONSES: Yes: 5
I'm not sure: 4
No: 8

11. How well did you understand the lesson's presentation of the
two concepts?

RESPONSES: Quite well: 10
Somewhat: 7
Slightly: 0
Not at all: 0
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12. How much did "The Grammiar Lesson" help you to improve your
understanding of how the language works'?

RESPONSES: Greatly: 0
Somewhat: 11
Slightly: 5
Not at all: 1

13. How useful was "The Grammar Lesson" in relation to your COWi 310
course'?

RESPONSES: Very Useful: 2
Somewhat Useful: 8
Slightly Useful: 4
Not at all Useful: 3

14. How well did "The Gramnar Lesson" help you to be able to recognize
the functions performed by words and groups of words'?

RESPONSES: Greatly: 0
Somewhat: 12
Slightly: 5
Not at all: 0

15. How well did "The Grarmar Lesson" help you to be able to recognize
the building elements of the language'?

RESPONSES: Greatly: 2
Somewhat: 10
Slightly: 4
Not at all: 1

16. How well did "The Grammar Lesson" help you to be able to recognize
properly written sentences'?

RESPONSES: Greatly: 1
Somewhat: 10
Slightly: 6
Not at all: 0

.17. CCMMENTS ABOUT THE LESSON CONTENTS:

RESPONSES: Two users found the content too basic and the examp. as
too simplistic. Three users commended the simplicity
of the content and the examples. One user was unable
to devote enough time to the tutorial.
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SAmPLE cuIZ OF "THE GRammAR LESSON" CONCEPTS

The following questions relate to the content of "The Gramiar Lesson."
You may refer to the lesson to answer the questions, but to help me
understand how well you retained what was presented, please attempt to
answer each question from meory first. After each question, please
indicate if you answered the question from memory or if you referred to
the lesson.

18. "The Grammar Lesson" shows how three building elements perform the
five functions of language. In your own words (or in the program's
words), list the building elements and the functions of language:

ANSER: Building Elements: words, phrases, clauses
Functions: naming things, showing action/existence,

modifying, connecting, adding filler

Correct Incorrect
RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 4 3

Referred to the lesson: 8 0

19. Which of the five functions of language can WORDS perform?

ANSWER: all five functions
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered fran memory: 8 1
Referred to the lesson: "6 0

20. Which of the five functions of language can PHRASES perform'?

ANSWER: all five functions
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 7" 1
Referred to the lesson: 7 0

21. Which of the five functions of language can CLAUSES perform'?

ANSWER: naming, modifying
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 1 5
Referred to the lesson: 5 4

22. According to the lesson, which function of language is performed by
the articles (a, an, the)?

ANSWER: adding filler
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 8 1
Referred to the lesson: 6 0
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23. What are the six verb tenses described in the lesson?

ANSIER: past, present, future, past perfect, present perfect,
future perfect

Correct Incorrect
RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 2 4

Referred to the lesson: 9 0

24. According to the lesson, what do adjectives modify?

ANSWER: naming elements

Correct Incorrect
RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 11 0

Referred to the lesson: 4 0

25. According to the lesson, what do adverbs modify?

ANSWER: everything other than naming elements

Correct Incorrect
RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 1 10

Referred to the lesson: 4 0

26. According to the lesson, what are the two requirements of a clause?

ANSWER: naming element and action/existence element in a
subject/verb relationship

Correct Incorrect
RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 6 2

Referred to the lesson: 7 0

27. According to the lesson, what are the three patterns of clauses'?

ANSWER: SUBJECT + VERB
SUBJECT + VERB 4- OBJECT
SUBJECT + LINKING VERB + COMPLEMENT

Correct Incorrect
RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 0 6

Referred to the lesson: 9 0

28. According to the lesson, what is the minimun requirement for a
sentence?

ANSWER: one independent clause
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 3 7
Referred to the lesson: 5 0
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FOR THE FOLLOWING EMIPLES, PLEASE INDICATE THE TYPE OF BUILDING ELM4ENT

UNDERLINED AND THE FUNCTION IT IS PERFORMING:

29. We went backstage to congratulate them after the performance.

ANSWR: word, connecting
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 8 4
Referred to the lesson: 3 0

30. We congratulated them after they finished their performance.

ANWER: clause, modifying
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 5 6
Referred to the lesson: 3 1

31. The performers were entertaining the audience throughout the show.

ANER: phrase, showing action
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 13 1
Referred to the lesson: 1 0

32. Entertaining audiences was a joy for the performers.

ANER: phrase, naming element
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered frcm memory: 3 9
Referred to the lesson: 3 0

33. Entertaining audiences world wide, they enjoyed performing.

ANSWER: phrase, modifying
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered frm memory: 3 9
Referred to the lesson: 2 1

34. The performance that we attended was entertaining and informative.

ANSW: clause, modifying
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered frm memory: 5 6
Referred to the lesson: 3 1

35. They knew that they entertained their audiences every night.

ANSWE: clause, naming element
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered frm memory: 7 6
Referred to the lesson: 2 0
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36. There will be over five hundred people in the audience tonight.

ANSWER: word, adding filler
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 7 8
Referred to the lesson: 0 0

37. We will try to arrive early for tonight's performance.

ANSWER: phrase, naming element
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 7 7
Referred to the lesson: 1 0

38. We will try to arrive early, even though we are working late today.

ANSWER: phrase, connecting
Correct Incorrect

RESPONSES: Answered from memory: 7 6
Referred to the lesson: 2 0

39. If you referred to the lesson for any of these questions, how
easily were you able to locate the answers in the lesson?

RESPONSES: Very Easily: 2
Scmewhat Easily: 7
Not Very Easily: 3
Didn't refer to lesson: 3

OTHER COMMENTS

40. Reconmendations for improving "The Grammar Lesson":

RESPONSES: 1. a menu of key words to simplify finding concepts
2. more interaction or quizzes to reinforce learning
3. a reference on each screen to help orient the user
4. fewer keystrokes to return to menus
5. autcmatically highlight "NEXT" when a new screen

appears, rather than making the user move to it

41. Other general ccmTments or suggestions:

RESPONSES: 1. Software should be sent to incoming AFIT students
so they can review basic grammar concepts before
arriving at the school.

2. excellent screens--not too much information, clean
easy to read

3. More time should have been allotted for testing.
(NOTE: 14 days were allotted)

4. a good tool for future reference
5. The breakdown and simplification of content was

helpful.
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